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WEしCO櫨E
Welco調e to Boston University SchooI of Medicine!
This book is a co調pilation of resource informa亡ionl StudentsI critiques
and suggestions designed to help you through the first∴few∴Weeks at
SChool and around Boston. It may aLlso be useful for reference infomaLtion
throuきhout the year.　As far as is possible,　the information contained
here is aLCCurate, but be prepared for changes.
The first few days can be hectic ones aLS yOu Settle into a new school and
Perhaps a new city・ You will be assigned a 2nd year student and a faculty
億enber as advisors who caLn help you with aLny queStions or problens you
面ight have. Feel free to ask other 2nd year∴Students or the people in the
Deans- offices for advice. We are all here to help y9u.
Despite what you may have heaLrd, medical schooI can be enjoyable. It is
demanding, but sonehow during the year you will leam how to digest an
a面azing a調ount of∴material and still find　亡hat there is so種e ti血e left
for the IInon-面edicalil activities・　To balance the work’　Students
Participate in athletics? do co調unity servicel and expIore Bostonls
sights and gaLStronOmic delights. There are many ways to approach medical
SChool aLnd the denands it places on your tine and energy・　There is no
llright t'ayll to tackle this problen・ Whatever works best for you is the
Way tO PrOCeed.
The delivery of health caLre is a tean effort. This cooperative approach
Can be effectively used in∴∴Studying and solving the proble面s you will
enco調ter in your pre-Clinical aLndlclinicaLl training・　Whether it is
helping in lab’ Studying in the library or working in study groupsl you
Can neet PeOPle and help each other, aS Well aLs yOurselves.
In addition to course woでk BUSM offers Ist year students so面e clinical
exposure. Besides being a great break frooo Bakst Auditoriun● it gives a
PreView of∴what is to come and makes the book∴work more relevant and
面eaningful.　To be sure,　there wi11 be the pre-eXa孤　CrunCh弧d ti面es
when you will feel the acadenic burden・ These feelings are balaLnCed by
the confidence gained as you define and achieve the goals挫聖　Set for
yourself・ This wi11 be a year of leaming a vast and diverse body of
knowledge. Just as i面portant● it will be a year of leaming aLbout
yourself as you begin the meta面orphasis into a doctor.
Again, Welco種e to Boston University School of Hedicine and Good Luck!
Stewart Babbott BUSM II Editor
Daniel Steinberg BUSM II Assistant Editor
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▲ = BuiIdingA(BUSM)
甘= Robinson BuIIding (UH)
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D = Old EvansBuildjng (UH)
OOB = Doctors Office BuiId面g (incI・
Pa「kIng ga「age). 720 Harrison
Avenue
E = NewEvansBu=ding (UH)
F = Preston FamlIy Bu周ing (UH)
G = GoIdman SchooI of Graduate
DentlSt「y (GSGD)
H = HeaIth Services BuiIding (UH)
K = Centers tor Advancemen=n Health
and Mediclne (BUSM)
L = Boston U用versity SchooI of
Medicine lnstrucIIOnaI Bu"ding
〈BUSM)
N = Naval B10Od Research Center
(BUSM)
照= Housman MedicaI ReseaJCh Center
(BUSM)
丁= TaIbot Building (UH)
V = VoseHa=(UH)
① = D面ng Fac冊es
田こEmergency ServICeS (AmbuIance
enl「ance)
▲こ∈∩(rance
の= Medlcai Cente「 palklng lacIlity
堅坦哩g to Boston University Medical Center
Vla Major Highways
「「o調(h●軸o賃鵬
Routes l (Via Mystic几Obin Bridge) or 93 to
Route 3 (93) (Southeast Expressway or
CentraI Artery) South. Take Albany/East
BerkeIey Street exit. Fo=ow AIbany Strect,
then take a rjght onto East Newton Street.
From lhe North Sho'e and ○○g種n Alrpo鷹
Sumner TunneI (Route lA South〉 to
Expressway South. then take AIbany/East
BerkeIey Streel exit. Fo=ow Albany Street,
then take a right onto East Newton Street.
Fro請Ih● We●t
Take Route 9O (Massachusetts Turnpike) East
to end, Take Expressway (Route 93) South to
AIbany/East BerkeIey Street exit. Fo=ow
Albany St「eet, then take a right onto East
Newton Street.
From lh' Soulh ShoI.O:
Take Exp「essway (Route 3) North to
Massachusetts Ave…e eXit. Take a right onto
Ma3sachusetts Avenue, then take Iir$t Jight
Onto A bany S(rect. Take a left a書socond
intersection onlo East Newton Stroct.
Vla PublIc町田nsportation
さu基軸7:
From Central Squa「e, Cambridge. to Boston
Univ r it  MedicaI Center. Stops at Boston
University’s Charles River campus・ Frequency
varies. Operates da時With Iimited service on
Sundays and hoIidays.
寄り●幡賊
From CopIey Square. Boston. to Boston
Unive「sity Medical Center・ Monday through
Friday onIy.
さu●納ま
From Downtown (Essex and Washington
S ree13), V a Boston University Medicai Center
to Northampton Sta ion. 」imited service
Monday through Sunday.
Because transit schedules are subject to
Change. we u「ge you to contact the
Massachusett3 Bay Transportation Authorily _
(Or the lalest informa章ion about schedules and
routes. Ca= 61 7〃22-32OO, days. or 722-5657
Or 722・5672, evenings and weekends・
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IMPORTANT NUMBERS AT THE MEDICAL SCHOOL
MedicaI SchooI
Main Ca調pus (Charles River)
Studen亡Directory (Main Campus)
Dr. John Sandson
Dean, Medical SchooI
Dr. Spencer Frankl
Dean, Graduate SchooI of Dentistry
Dr. Willia面HcNary
Associate Dean for Student Affairs
Dr. John McCahan
Associate Dean for Curriculu血
Office of Student Financial MaLnage種ent
Hrs. D. Keefer
Registrar, BUSM
強s. J. Ja○○bs
Registrar, BUSGD
Student Health Services
Dr. Constance Cornog
Dental Clinic
Al調i hedical Library　/
Eddie McCarthy
Plant Office (Parking)
Central ControI
Escort Service (UH Security, aftef 7PM)
強ail　京○○の
Room Nu面ber
2▲47-う000
353-2000
353-3700
し-103　　　x6062
G-317　　　x6384
し-109　　　x60う8
し-103　　　x606う
し-218　　　xう829
L-109　　　x6057
G-317　　　x6352
Talbot x57O4
Bldg.
G-1　　　　x6300
12亡h x6187
Fl○○で　　　x6190
(page)
し-1406　　x6193
し-310　　x34う8
G-04　　　x6042 .
x6666
247-6061
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THE FIRST FEW∴DAYS
REGIS丁RATION -　The Registrar has put together an infomation　§heet that
includes all the information that you need to register.  If you are not
completely registered (that means that∴full payment has been sent and
processed), yOu Will receive a note in your mailbox on the first day of
school that tells you to report to Regis亡raLtion on the 14th floor∴the
afternoon of August 27亡h. The note will tell you what is nissing・
Please be aware thaLt Bos亡On University is a corporation just like Exxon or
IBM.　They expect pronpt pay血ent of all their bills and are essentia11y
unmoved by stories about Reaganls budget oで1oans in progress.　You∴muSt
cone prepared to pay your bill f!LE PrOVide proof that pay血ent wi11 be
for亡hconing・　The Office of Student Financial Management wi11 issue
vouchers to those students who have been awarded financial aLid that has not
yet been processed・ You will know if you are one of those students in the
middle of the sumer when the Office of Student FinanciaLI Manage孤ent will
be issuing the statements of awards to all the students∴Who applied for
assis亡ance.　ThaLt docu細ent will tell you exactly what you are getting (if
anything) and fro血what source.
If you haLVe a Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) that is in progress but the
check has not aLrrived by亡he ti面e schooI starts, you Will need a special
voucher that state§　that fact. The Office of Student Financial Hanagement
will not be issuing those vouchers. The HaLin Ca血PuS Financial Aid Office
will be issuing them. Ca11 the Office of Student Financial Hanage血ent late
in July to find out the status of your loans.
STUDENT I.D.　一　Your registration packet wi11　cont年in infomation
concerning when you will get your I.D・　Pictures taLken. If you are not at
the Medical School that day, yOu Will have to go to the調in canpus to have
this done. This I.D. needs a little sticker on it to be valid. When your
registration is completed,亡he sticker will be given to you.　DONIT LOSE
IT!　Because of the time delay betweeh registration and I.D. photos it iさ
possible to nisplace this valuable sticker and replacing it is next to
impossible. The student I・D. gives you access to the entire Medical Center
and to the facilities on the Main Campus. It is also u容eful for student
discomts at naLny PlaLCeS in Boston●　and it will get you into several other
libraries besides　亡hose aLSSOCiated with B.U..
BULLETIN聖堂堅- Behind the staLtueS Of∴the fanous (?)　scientists as you
enter the　血edical school building aLre the ever i面portant bulletin boards
and nail boxes. The bulletin boaLrds contain notes on重icroscopes and books
for sale (there are some up now),　aPart血ents for rent, PaLrties for the
class, and other items of personal interest, aS Well as class schedules and
neetings・　A bulletin board by the cafeteria has additional notices,
usually posted by hospital empIoyees!　and departnental boaLrds include
Postings for science lectures in the Boston area・
LOC職RS - During orientation, yOu Will be assigned two Iockers - One locker
in the basement (tall andやrrow) and another on the second floor for
億icroscopes and books.
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RAIL - The mail box area is a prime spot for a student traffic jam before
lectures and during lunch hour.　On a sIow day, Or a time when important
maLil is expected, a Student∴孤ight find hinself peering in to the box a
do乙en tines. Incoming phone calls to students are not direct, but a caller
may leave an urgent message at the Mail Room (tel据247-6061)・ The nessage
is then left in the mailbox.　Mail (school, PerSOnal or paLCkages) can be
Sen亡　亡o:
Na調e, Box謹
Boston University SchooI of Medicine
80　East Concord Street
Boston, Mass. 02118
MICROSCOPES　-　First aLnd second year students are required to have
microscopes. It is reco調ended亡hat they be binocular with a 10X, 40X and
oil imersion objec亡ives. In the past.∴∴観ost students purchased used
microscopes from other students who no Ionger needed亡heirs.
However, due to the ever increasing prices of nedical instr調ents, and亡he
financial burdens∴which purchasing a microscope night impose on soのe
Students,　three years ago the school arranged for a group rental of
OOicroscopes. These aLre Of excellent quality and proved to be more than
adequa亡e for our requirenen亡S. Last year it cost?225 to rent for the year・
Considering thaLt yOu Wi11 need one for two years, many Students ieel tha亡
it might be wiser to purchase on for two years and then se11 it at the end
of their second year. A microscope rental fom nay be picked up on the
first day of school. AIso Iook on the bulletin boards.
I調ersion oil is sold by the Department of Educational Media on the third
floor to the Instructional Building for aL reaSOnable price.
聖堂TAG/COMPOSITE PICTU“RE -　On the first day of school you will get your
nane tags in your mailbox.　You will need these every time you see a
Patient. AIso Dr. McNary will ask you to wear them in the anatomy lab for
the first paLrt Of schooI so that the faLCulty can get to how your na種es. By
the wayl Dr. McNary has an anazing memory and will probably know everyonels
na面e within the first two weeks whether you wear your na血e tag or not.
AIso on the first day of school you should go up to the 14th fioor to get
your picture taLken.　These pictures are not the same as the student I.D・
Pictures which are taken later in the year.　These pictures wi11 be put on
a composite sheet which is then reproduced and distributed to students.and
faculty. This way you can figure out∴people’s nanes even late in the year
When i亡has become too embarrassing to ask again.
HISTOLOGY PLACE議ENT EXAM　- Each year the coordinator of the HistoIogy
CourSe Offers a placement examination for those students with backgrounds
in Histology.　Students who pass this examination aLre eXemPted from the
COurSe.　This is a great opportunity for those with a backgromd in
HistoIogy to free up some tine during the first semester.
If you are interes亡ed in亡aking the placemen亡　examination,　ContaCt Mr.
Scott Estey, in the Ana亡Omy Department呈星　空聖　± POSSible.　He can be
reached at :　Room L-1004,　80　E.　Concord St.,　Boston,　RA O2118;　Phone
(617)247-6177. If you have had a graduate course in Hi5tology aLt B.U. or
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any other school you will be exempted from the first year course. Those who
qualify.may contact Dr. Baratz・ the course manager, at (617) 247-6177
concernlng a POSSible job as a亡eaching assistant in高istoIogy. If you have
had an under色raLduate course in HistoIogy you wi11 not be exempted from∴亡he
first year course unless you pass the placement exam.
This year’s placement examina亡ion will be given on Wednesday, Septe皿ber
5th, in the second floor labs. It is given in two par亡S.　The praLCticaLl
exam lS glVen first and consists of identifying organs aLnd par亡s of organs.
You must pass this part of the test in order to take writ亡en exam, which
COVerS OrganS and tissues.
WHAT TO BRING
Many of you wi11　be coming fro皿distant parts of∴亡he country・　You donIt
Want tO drag along excess baggage　亡hat you wonit use・　On the other hand,
the Postal Service isn’t aLll that cheap, reliable or quick for you to send
home for an impor亡ant iten in mid-SemeSter. Here is a list of some of the
i亡ems which you might want to bring with you.
Clothes　-　Fall and Spring bring一,shirt sleeve" weather to Boston with
temperatures ranging fro凪∴40-s to　80-s.　Although most students dress
Ca.Sually for class, SPOrt COatS/ties or dresses are appropriate for the
Patient interviews.　If you have boo亡S,　bring them too.　Fall and Spring
also, bring big puddles (some say smal1 1akes) to the parking lot・
In the Winter it gets pretty cold, With tenperatures ranglng from below
ZerO tO about　40 degrees. A wa調jaLCket hat and皿ittens aLre a muSt. Host
PeOPle wear wooI sweaters as well,　although Bakst auditorium,　the place
Where you-11 receive 9Sr% of your lectures, is kept quite wam. One non-WOOI
SWeater Or SWeatshirt is also a good idea since wooI picks up Anatomy-1ab
Snells and the lab does get chilly.
Books　-　All you-11 want from home in this depart種ent is a couple of old
favorites: nOVels, POetry books, COok books, etC.‥　　You can leave most of
those weigh亡y prermed tomes behind! Many, if not all,　Of the books you-11
need can be found on reserve in the undergrad or medica1 1ibraries.
Recreational Equiptmeot　- Bring your sporting equlPnen亡　along・　There is
time to ski, Skate, SWi孤, bike, back pack, roCk climb, Play tennis and ice
hockey, etC...　Boston is we11 situated for these activities. In fact, it
has become a tradition for the first year class　亡O take off on a ski
Weekend just after Neurosciences in January.
Hobbies in General　-　You-11　need to escape ihto　亡he non-medical world
SOmetimes.  If you play a musical instrument, WOrk around the house, Or
have otheで・hobbies, bring your equlPment along・　At first you may not have
the time to use it, but come mid-te調S, it will provide a welcome
diversion.
HIDDEN EXPENSES
After paying tuition, rOom, board and transportation costs, there are a few
hidden expenses you should be aware of when planning your budget.
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畦- Esti調te S425.　You can spend hundreds of`dollars on books in the
first year. Most courses have reco細れended texts as well as required ones.
It is i面portant that you畦Selective.　Most textbooks aLre On reSerVe in
the library.　Before buying your books you should exa面ine the choice容　to
see which ones suit your studying style.　If you do not underline your
books, yOu may Want tO ConSider using some of the reserve texts; Sone
CirculaLte OVernight, Others do not.
Genera11y, yOu do not need all of the textbooks fQr,a Course On the first
day. Before purchasing your books, COnSult the course eval竜tions section
of this book.　There you wi11 find the students’ assess調ent of which texts
were helpful for each course.  In general, the books lis亡ed aLre fron last
year’s requirements and reco調endations, SO be aware of possible changes・
In addition to consul亡ing these sources, do not hesitate to ask a second
year student once you arrive.　AIso check the bulletin boards for notices
about books for sale.
You naLy buy new books fron Brown∴∴も　Conno11y Medical Bookstore「 (1315
Boylston St., aLrOund the corner fron Fenway Park) or the HaLrVard高edical
Coop (396　Brookline Avenue next to Children-s Hospital).　New　弧d used
b○○ks may also be purchased during the first few weeks fro種various gtudent
organi乙a亡ions.
LaLb Coats - You wi11 need a full length lab coaLt for Anatomy lab. You will
never be able to use this coat for anything else, SO do not buy the fancy
億Odel. Estimate ?18.
In April, yOu Will need a short white jacket for Physical Diagnosis. You
Will wear this one to interview patients and you can use it for the rest of
面edical school. If you want to splurge on a lab coat, do it on this one.
雷s亡i面a亡e S18.
塾ss臆eC,ting壁上- For use in Gross Anatomy laboratory・ This can be purchased
aLt aLny Of the medical supply stores listed below (Esti面ate?18) :
豊里聖Medical Supply, 62 Brighton Ave., Allston
Manager glVeS a discount on nany ite億s for BUSH gtudents.
⊆三重Pharnacy, Doctor’s office Bldg.. Harrison Ave.
坐理工2聖堂, 635 Huntington & Longwood Ave. , Bpston
Harvard Medical壁土・坐ee, 396 Brookline Ave., Boston
The kit should include :
- Sharp/Sharp Scissors (both blades pointed)
- Scalpel Handles　& Replace面ent Blades
Make sure blades fit appropriate handle
- Blunt Tipped Scissors
- Blunt End Probe, Sharp End Probe
- 5一一　Forceps,臆SmOOth and rat-tOOthed
- Clanps (He血ostats), 3” Forceps, helpful but.∴nOt essential
Non-Sterile qu聖堂- (Approx S6/bo高.　You need these in the anatony lab.
The depart面ent distributes only a token n調ber of gloves.　So種e students
PurChased heavy duty kitchen gloves and washed then off every day. The
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number of gloves you use depends upon the amomt of dissecting you do.　Of
course you could fo11ow Dr. McNary‘s exanple and dissect without gloves.
Few∴students selec亡　this option.　You mus亡haLVe gloves during the Head &
Neck sectiorl Of Anatomy and during Neurosciences for working with the
braLin. GIov鈍are available aLt Phamacies and supply stores.
Medical Insurance - Medical students are required to have adequaLte medical
insurance.　You may have coverage from another insurance company or may
enroll in the BUMC Blue Cross-Blue Shield plan at registration・　Check out
your coverage before you arrive. Insurance is expensive and there are no
short cuts that will cut costs here,　unless someone else pays it for you.
Last year's Blue Cross-Blue Shield plan for BUSM students cost?483.60.
Estimate?500.00　for this year. See　亡he Student Heal亡h Service section for
additional information.
Personal Insurance - Last year a private insurance company offered a policy
for S40.00 which covered all books, microscopes, ins亡ruments and personal
items aLgainst theft or damages for one year・ Many studerits purchased this
COVerage.
坐上皇Service - This service wi11 be provided by members of the first year
class for the firs亡year class. These note-takers provide a su_ry Of the
lec亡ures for those who wish to use them as a study aid.　The quality of
these notes depends on the note taker.　Subscriptions to the note service
are availaLble for certain periods　亡hroughout the year and can be shared to
cut costs.　Last year a full year subscription to the note service (not
shared)　cost ?130.　This year’s note service wi11 be coordinated by To重
Ferlito BUSM IV (Box　4).
Test Packet　- A worthwhile investment. This packet contains old exams fro細
the pas亡3 years (with answers) from all the first year courses. This is an
extremely us扉ul study aid for the first year courses and the National
Boards (Part I). In 1983　this cost ?32.
Ins亡r調ents　- This is one of the major hidden expenses of the first year.
Many students are surprised by the costl but the purchase of onels in
strument,S Should be regarded as an investment ra亡her than just another big-
ticket item.　Some studen亡s felt that it wag∴WOrth investing in quality
ins亡ruments at this time;　Others∴felt it best to wait until later when
theiで　CaSh flow improved and aLnd the knowledge of what　′they needed became
Clearer.
For the firさt and second year Physical Diagnosis courses you need the items
lis亡ed below. If you were to purchase all of the6e ite皿s,　the total cost
WOuld have been?375-450 (Janua了y 1984　prices)・ There is an enomous
amount of variability in the prlCeS Of these items, SO yOu Should shop
around (or better, have a relative or friend buy you some of亡hese):
Doctor’s　一一Black一’ Bag Sphygmomano孤eter
*s亡e亡hoscope Tuning Forks (128, 512)
Opthal皿oscope/Otoscope Reflex Hamer
with Attachments
Short White Jacket　　　　* we received a free stethoscope from the
Eli Lilly compaLny, Via Eddie McCarthy
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Last year a local distributor ca競e to BUSM and displayed sone of∴the
instr調ents for the class.　Hany students purchased their instr調ents from
hi面・　An equal nu面ber of students negotiated a group price with aLnOther
local distributor.　Genera11yl yOu Can do better as a group than as an
individual. The best advice is to shop and ask questions. More infomation
Will be presented regarding instr脚ents in the Spring●　Just re面e面ber to
include this i孤portant item in your budget.
Required
*水　Textbooks
緑Notebooks/Supplies
* Medical Insurance
* Anatony LaLb Coat
Short White Coat
* Dissecting.Kit
* Microscope Rental
Hed. Instruments
S16う4
EXPENSE SUMHARY
Op亡ion叫
掘Note Service (Full Year　130
UnshaLred)
Personal Insurance
* Test Packet
Required l ,654
0p亡まonal S202
T°亡al Sl,8う6
*　Total needed during first week or before arrival
棚part needed during lst week
BANK工NG
The best bank for lyou will depend upon; (1) where you live, (2) whether you
Want aCCesS tO 24 hour te11er aachines, and (3) the various fees aLSSOCiated
With naLintaining a NOW or savings account. In the past{) the Boston Phoenix
(a local　"eekly paper) has published chaLrts Of banking se高市in the
early September edition, just in time for new students. Your best bet is to
locate the banks nearest your h〇億e and call each one for infornation.　Two
good choices aLre the Bay/Bank amd Shau細ut Bank. Bay/Bank has 24 hour teuer
machineきat n調erous Iocations throughout eastem Massachusetts (including
next to Hugar Library on the Hain Canpus)　which nakes it extrenely
ConVenient. The §ha調ut Bank has a 24 hour machine in Boston City Hoさpital
which is very convenient to the Medical Center.
If you do not have an account in Massachusetts'　CO種e tO tOWn∴With plenty of
CaSh. Out-Of-tOm Checks take quite a while to clear ’at most banks and you
Will have nu鶴erous maJOr and minor expenses in the first weekl
? ? ? ? ? ? ?
??
? ??????????
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COURSE EVALUATIONS
ANATOMY
Required Texts:
(1) sauerland, Grant’s Dissector　9th Edition
(2) Ellis, Clinical Anatomy 6th Edition
An excellent pre-eXam reView boQk for clinical correlations.
(3) A good atlas, Preferably Grant’s壁土堅
(4) A good medical dictionary (eg. Dorland-s or stedman-s)
Re⊂Ommended Texts:
(1) Gardner, Gray & 0’Reilly,坐?t臆Omy
(2) Moore, Clinically Oriented Anatomy
(3) warwick and Willians, Grayis Anatomy, 36th British Edition
The most comprehensive book on the subject・ An excellent reference
book for your library. LaLteSt edition is expensive (approx. S80)」
(4) Hollingshead, Textbook坐Anatomy
(5) pansky, 4 Review唾g± Anato血y
(6) Moore, E空Developing聖聖(EmbryoIogy)
(7) Langenan, Medical Eヰ干yOlogy
A亡lases:
(1) Anderson, GraLnt’s些
Indexed to Gran亡I Dissector.
(2) clemente, ± Regiona1坐L±里gE.聖皇聖聖聖塑
(3) Mchim,坐と土壁里主±型聖聖Anato血y
Photograph atlaLS. Useful for practicals. Expensive・
Student View
This course runs from September through March and is taught in four
sections : Thorax, Abdomen/Pelvis, Head/Neck and Extremities.　By the end
you wi11 have learned an incredible number of names and relationships.
There are many ways to approach Anatomy・　The following aLre SOme
suggestions to help you get a handle on the material.
Lecture - Use the dissector and aLn aLtlas as aL guide (eg: Grant’s, which is
indexed to the dissector, Or Clemente) to get the big picture and fill this
in with reading fro皿∴the text(s). There are many texts. Before you buy one,
1ook in the library on reserve. Students used ng空望, Gray’s, Hollin色shead,
里ヰ圭, E±, !.皇・♀・, Or SOme COmbination of these (others also exist)・
The Anatomy Department uses Gray臆Is English edition as the final word.
S亡udying methods vary.　Some found that drawing亡he structures and making
lists helped; others used flash cards.
The quality of lectures was variable.　Genera11y a little reading before
lecture went a long way.　Some people found the note service helpful,
especially for lectures in which alot of material was covered quickly. The
professors are available to answer questions after claLSS Or by aLPPOintment.
Realize that videotapes are availaLble of dissections and selected
e孤bryoIogy topics. These were helpful, eSPeCially for embryology. Reme種ber
that fo調follows function and that the ’一celestiaLI plaming co調ittee’’put
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a structure　亡here for a reason.
Finally, enjoy! Anatomy nakes sense amd foms the first najor paLrt Of your
new vocabulary. A strong foundation here will stand you in good steaLd for
fu亡ure study and comunication in medicine.
Lab - Use the prosections as a guide.　This saves time and you can see how
to do the dissection correctly.　The students who prosect are knowledgable
and helpful. Use the scheduled lab ti血e to get belp from instuctors. Much
of anat〇億y is self study and youIll need to put in extra time in the lab to
get the work done and leam the materiaLl. The laboratory is open fron 8 AM
- 11 PM, SeVen days a week.
Get together∴With your lab group and buy an extra dissector and used a亡1as.
Mark them we11 with your lab table rlu調ber and keep the調in lab. You can
discard or sell these at the end of the yeaLr and you won-t get your
personal atlas covered with l11ab substances"・
ExaLmS:　There were seven exans -　three lab practicaLIs and four multiple
Choice written examS.　　The practicals consist of identifying labeled
structures without touching the specimen. A praLCtice practical wi11 be
given by second year students prior to your∴first practical exa面・ The
Written tests were fair and challenging.　A look aLt the old tests was
helpful.
Sylla中S: ∴None. The handout consisted of schedules and s〇億e aaterial for
help in lectures, but these were not suffucient to cover the naterial・
HISTOLOGY
雪許諾重言葦送出,う。h 。。.
Reco面mended Texts :
(1) Reith &∴Ross, Descriptive HistoIogy, (AtlaLS)
(2) DiFiore, qu聖堂塾聖HistoIogy
鋸葦。三塁量堅塁董㌔ (霊譜i。S,
(5) Borishenko, Functional Histolo色y
(6) Leeson aLnd Leeson, Textbook畦Histology
(7) wheater, Burkitt　& Daniels, Fmctionat HistoIo色y
Student View
This course deals on a nicroscopic level with the structure and function of
亡he struc亡ures you will be dissecting in Gross Anato面y. As in Anatony, the
laboratory segment of　亡he course is crucial. You must be able to see and
identify slides fr〇億a collection of no調aLl tissues and organs.　This
review of no調al tissues will provide the backgromd for your study of
Pathology in the second year.　You wi11 need a microscope (see nicroscope
SeCtion for gpecifications) for the laboratory and the slide practical
exaninations.　Many students fomd the Kodachro面e slide collection which
WaS aVailable in the library a very helpful supple面ent to the microscope
Slides in reviewing for the practical.
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Syllabus :　The HistoIogy depar亡nent provided us wi亡h a co観plete, Well
organi乙ed handout at　亡he beginning of亡he course.
Examinations: There were　2　examinations in the course. Each consisted of a
multiple choice wri亡ten exam and a microscope slide practical.　The mid-
tem exam covered tissue histoIogy) while the final exam deaLlt with orgaLn
histoIogy.
B IOCHEMISTRY
Required ±:
(1) Stryer. Bioche血istry
Readable introduc亡ion to biochemistry. Lucid and concise.
Recommended Texts:
(1) Lehninger, Biochemis亡ry
More detailed and co孤plete, but a bit harder to follow.
(2) wood, Wilson, Benbow∴ふHood, Biochemistry : ± Problems Approach・
A helpful, but not essentiall WOrkbook of concepts and proble皿S.
Student View
With Anatomy and HistoIogyl Biochemistry is　亡he third core science of your
fall courses. The combiふation of these three makes this perhaps the most
difficult course load of∴the first year.　The idea behind the　寅rst
s竺eSter is that you are simultaneously studying the gross (Anatomy)・
mlCrOSCOPic (HistoIogy)　aLnd the molecular (Biochenistry) 1evels of
structures. The goal is to give you an integrated picture of how and where
a PrOCeSS OCCurS.
Keeping these goals in mindl the reality is sonewat different. hidway
through亡he course it is difficult to remember if what you are leaming
really occurs in h調an beings.　The course requires a great deal of
ⅢemOri乙ation (i.e. s亡ructures, Pathways, enZymeS, etC...)　and you are
responsible for it all・　Everyone has their om approach to a course like
this one, but almost everyone agrees thaLt it is best not to cran it into
your mind all at once.
The material is well presented, and the faculty nake themselves accessible
亡o students (both after lecture and by appointment). Many people re孤arked
when the course was over they enjoyed the material and wished they had nore
time to learn it. Others felt they would be very happy never to see a
purine ring again. You will see again much of what you learn here.
REMImBER : DO NOT PROCRASTINATE THY BIOCHEMISTRY ELSE THOU BE SUNK!
Syllabus: No real syllabus. HaLndouts varied according to lecturer.
ExaninaLtions:　There were　3血ultiple choice exaninaLtions during the
senester, eaCh of which was non-Cumulative. The professors asslgn readings
from Stryer,　and the tests∴∴Were taken from these readings aLnd material
covered in lectures.
PAG雷1う
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PSYCHIATRY
Required E生±:
(1) Reiser and Schroeder, Patient Interviewin亀:聖堂塾聖聖Dimension
(2) sinons & Pardes, Understanding聖型聖Behavior垂Health ± Illness
Student View
The course is divided into two parts　-　a Series of biweekly lectures and
ten FridaLy afternoon section meetings. The first section of lectures will
cover medica11y relevant aspects of　亡he lifespan, fr〇億　pregancy and
childbirth through death. The second set of lectures will feature guest
speakers who wi11 discuss’弧Ong Other things, queStions of gender identity
and psychoso面atic illness.　On Friday aftemoons groups of seven or eigh亡
student容wi11 neet with section instructors at one of the B.U.　teaching
hospitals. The ins亡ructor will conduct the first interview;　during the
subsequent hine meetings each student will get a chance to in亡erview a
patient (not necessarily a psychiatric patient) within the group setting・
Many of the clinical sites are loca亡ed away from the medical center
COmPlex.　Students∴With cars are asked to help亡ransport themselves arrd
their clas釦1ateS. Dr.　Kauf面an will ask inco面ing students to indicate
whether they have access to transportation before the first general class
面eeting so that section asslg調entS Can be maLde・
Last year)　the best part of the course t’as the clinicaLl interviewing・
AloIIOSt eVeryOne See血ed to have enjoyed弧d profited froon the experience.
Syllabu?: Consisted of lecture, interview schedules and selected readings.
Exans:　Last yearl there were tt'O OVemight take h〇億e essay exans during
高言÷enester (each weighted　20か.　The firral consisted of both面ultple
choice questions (20り　and a choice of essays (20り・ In addition. eacn
student was expected to "write up" his/her paLtient interview (20り・ Many
studerltS relied heavily (even exclusively) on the note service for their
introduction to psychiatric principles.　In order to do well on the
multiple-Choice final, One had to have attended the lectures and done the
reading・ The亡ake-home essay exans were quite thought provoking・ A11 of
last yearls exa孤s will be on reserve in the library・
NEUROSC I ENCES
寵芋茎型聖聖垂:坐工n,.。。u。,i; ±里哩聖哩
(2) sch調idt & Thews,型聖Physiology
Recon血ended Texts :
(1) Montemurro, ± E±型聖堂主垂垂Dissection, (Atlas).
羅宝器謹書。楽器亡豊三宝蓋董o蓬〇号蛍苛(聖堂・ )
Student View
Textbooks
Nolte -　Extremely helpful. A good readable text with helpful diagrans.
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Most students found this book essential.
Schmidt　& Thews　-　Some found this helpful.　Just as many found it to be
cumbersome and hard　亡O follow. AIso required for physioIogy.　Other
physioIogy texts (e.g. Guyton) just as helpful if not more so.
Atlases　- Any of the recomended ones wi11 serve its purpose・
Sidman &　Sid血an　- Many students used this book over the December break.
There is little or no time to read it during January.　The book provides a
useful self-leaming approach to neuroaLnatOmy for those wishing to get a
head star亡. Helpful bu亡　not essen亡ial.
S臆yllabus　:　We were given an extrenely comprehensive handout at the
beginning of January which presented in detail the information covered in
the　44 lectures of the course.　The handout was thorough,　Organized and
beneficial.
Examinations:　There was l exam at the end of neurosciences∴which consisted
of a written exam and a kodachrome slide practicaLl. The majority of the
Written exam questions were taken from∴Nol亡e and the syllabus・　The
practical exam slides were from those shom in lab・
The good news first. This course is probably　亡he best organized of the
first year..　Each paft of∴the course was∴Well presented,  including亡he
Syllabus, 1ectures and the pre-eXan reView held by the depart種ent・ The bad
news is that mless you are印incredibly fast leamer, yOu Will see very
little of January besides Neuro. This course builds daily, and each day you
are responsible for more more neuroanato皿y, neurOPhysioIogy, his亡ology and
clinical correlations. Needless to say, it. is easy to fall behind during
亡his four week course.
The faculty in this department is outstaLnding. They go out of their way to
aid the studen亡s.　Overall, the cour$e reCeived high marks from the class.
Unless you become a neuroIogist, yOu Wi11 probably inow more neuroscience
On the day of the final exam than at any other time in your life.
PHYS IOLOGY
Required ±:
(1) schmidt & Thews,聖堂聖PhysioIogy
(See discussion under Neurosciences)
(1) *n‡霊宝宣誓霊宝。詳詰誘・ (Lange Series)
Student View
The PhysioIogy Depart血ent∴wants students to learn physioIogy, enjoy it and
understand it.　Their comprehensive approach to teaching includes s血all
group discussion sessions, 1ectures and appropriate laboratory exercises.
These clinically relevant exercises introduced the class to pulmonary
fmction testing, drawing and analy乙ing blood (from classmates), ECG and
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StreさS testing, and nasogastric tube insertion (on volunteers)・ The course
is divided into two sections.　The first covers blood,　Cardiovascular and
respiratory physioIogy; the second covers the renal and gaLstrO-intestinal
sy8亡e種5●
The PhysioIogy department offers two additional progra血S: (1) aLn OPtional
laLb where students catheterize anesthetized rabbits in order to monitor
cardiovascular function and (2) a tutorial progra億in which students∴Work
individually with graduate studen亡S aLnd professor§　On Selected topics of
課霊;,ST霊。S霊霊薬。b霊s;eC誓言。We:; :諾三豊。S霊i言霊三豊器
Burton∴for caLrdiovaLSCular,　迎撃主for respiratory and Valtin for renal.’
Review the recomended and required tex亡books yourself before choosing one.
Schmidt and Thews received mixed reviews.　Some students prefered Guyton・
The recomended text by Ganon色can be helpful, Particularly as a review
before exans.
塾聖堂: There were two multiple choice exans in the course. The first exam’
given before spring breakl COVered bloodl Cardiovascular and respiratory
PhysioIogy. The second exa孤, given at the end of the course, COVered renal
and gastrointestinal physioIogy. A good 30% of the test will look fa血iliar
if you haLVe reViewed the old exans. The probleoo §etS are also crucial’
paLrticularly in cardiovascular and respiratory　-　although the exam
questions are not as co種plicated or as thought provoking・
B IOSTATISTICS/EP IDEMIOLOGY
鵠誓書等…壷吐唾垂塑垂垂.
(2) Fletcher. Fletcher and Wagner, Clinical EpidemioIo富y: E空Essentials
Many students chose not to purchase∴ either of these texts and chose to
use the library reserve copies instead.
Student View
Last yearl ra亡her thaLn COmbining students with vaLried exposure to
biostatistics into one section; the depart面ent created two sections, Ml and
M2 (M2 being aL more advanced and faster paced course).　Approxinately 75%
of the students took Ml.　The depart面ent strongly recoomended that if you
had any previous biostaLtS eXPOsure you Should sig寄up for the snaller M2
section.
MI was a valid atte面pt to present complicated material.　Unfor亡unately, it
often fell short.　The professor is aLn eXPert but the handouts∴Were Often
not co重plete.　Attending lecture is recomended if you have not seen the
naLterial before.　Both professors are available and willing to give extraL
help so don't wait till the night before the exa血to realize you need theif
assistance.
The epideniology part of the course was disappointing.　The material 'aS
ofte寄in亡eresting. but the lectures were not as sti種ulating.　For the most
Part hovever. the text is quite straight forwaLrd if a bit dry.
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Sy11a車S:　None・ Handouts were sketchy and elaborated on in class・　They
COuldn’t be used in place of lecture.　They were handed out at each class
SO yOu didn-t ge亡　a chance to preview亡he lecture.
Exaのina亡ions:　One multiple choice exam at　亡he end of　亡he course.　Old
exams∴Were mOderately helpful.　　The 1984　exam WaS nOt retumed to the
Class.
SOCIO-里帽DICAL SCIENCES/ LAW∴& MEDICINE
Required ± :
(1) Hingson, et・al., ± Sickness ±垂HeaLlth
(2) Amas, E三重ghts ± Doctors, Nurses ± Allied Health Professionals
Student View
The Sociomedical sciences course haLS　亡hree components;　Law and Medicine, a
lec亡ure once a week; Sociomedical Sciences lec亡ure,　tWO days a week; and
elective seminars, tWice a week.
Law aLnd Medicine is an introduction to legal concepts, how they per亡ain to
the actions/inactions of physicians・. aLnd to the rights of patients aLnd
Physicians. The lectures are engrosslng and provocative. Many of you will
PrObably be reading court decisions for the first　亡ine.　They are long and
COmPlicated but very interesting.　This part of the course received the
best reviews by far.
Sociomedical Sciences is a series of lectures covering a variety of topics:
the third party payment system,　Current Criticisms of nedicine, aCCeSS tO
health delivery systems, Physician supply (oversupply!), and others.　Some
Of the lec亡ures were worthwhile,　Stimulating and enjoyable.　Others,
however were only fair∴　Las亡year fewer topics were presented’ but more
ti血e was spent coverlng them.　　One topic,  in particular,　Organ
transplantation,　raised many controvertial issues aLnd provoked heated
discussion.
Each student participates in two elective seminars.　Some of these include
environmental health, rehabilitative medicine, family practice, Pediatrics
in the urban se亡ting, the politics of health caLre, fanily violence, medical
e亡hics,　and the medical issues surrounding nuclear war.　S亡udent
evaluations of the seminars are availaLble in the depart血ent office.
A student feedback comittee existed for this course.  It met about every
two weeks and the department served lunch!
Sy11abus:　Law and Medicine - Interesting and comple亡e) but lengthy.
Sociomedical Sciences - No亡　as concise, but followed the lectures.
Seminars　-　Varied with each seminar.
Exaninations :　The SMS exa血　COnSisted of two? 1 hour essay questions
discuss|ng lSSueS COVered in lecture and the readings. The Law & Medicine
exa億asked us to discuss two hypothetical legaLI caLSeS based upon the cases
which we had read and discussed during the semester.
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ENDOCR I NOLOGY
Required ±重畳;
(l) Sch億idt & Thews,型型聖Physiolp色臆y, (See Neurosciences di8Cuさあion)
(2) Ganong,蛙Yi望坐Medical恥ysio1鎚y, (Lange Serieさ)
Clear aLnd concise・ Al容o helpful for Phys.ioIogy aLnd Neuro.
(1) BIoon a高wcett’Textbook ± HistoIogy
(2) wheater, Burkitt & Daniels, Functional HistoIogy
Student View
The EndocrinoIogy course is run by　亡he Department of PhysioIogy and covers
the biochemistry, Physiology and histoIogy of the endocrine syste調. The
lectures,　Sy11abus,　and s競a11 group discussion sessions were we11
integrated which調de leaming亡he material that much more enjoyable. The
group discussions were a highlight of this course for nany since it a11owed
us to apply so面e of　亡he te義tbook concepts to their clinicすl correlations.
Although this course was no easier than those we took earlier, it see面ed
that there was less pressure (probably due to the fact that spring haLd
arrived・) The good weather can make one put off this∴COurse.ぬke sure you
don-t put it off for too long!
Syllabus : We were provided with a comprehensive syllabus at the begiming
Of the course which included the material covered in the lectuでeS,
1abo章atories (3), and di露cussion groups (4).
Examinations : l Multiple choice exa皿ination at end of course.
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS
幣蒜。葦量垂享塾畦塑聖
Co面plete, ConCISe and readable. Essential for this course.
(2) Reiser aLnd Schroeder, Patient Interviewing
Helpful for writing bistories・ Style is readable but anecdotal.
Nice to have, but you can probably get by without it. Also required
for Psychiatry.
Student E里
After a year of lectures and labs’ the Physical Diagnosis course was a
re缶eshing change since it provided us with our firs亡exposure to the basic
Ski11s and history taking techniques invoIved in diagnostic medicine.
The course consisted of lectures,　Workshops on comunications and
sexuality●　and sna11 group　5eSSions∴Where we leamed how to use our
instrunents’　hands・　eyeS and ears in the context of∴the physical
exa種ination・　In addition to亡hese sessions’ We also interviewed two
Patients in a hospital setting and “rote up their case histories.
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The structure of the course was refreshing for many reasons. Students were
evaluated on a Pass/Fail basis (亡ruly Pass/Fail, nO Honors or DLs). Many
felt this enabled them to absorb a great deal of valuable naterial under
less pressure.　A strong point of the course was the personal, infor調al
interaction between students and faculty in the small group sessions・ Host
Of allJ the patient contact and hands-On eXPerience in physical exans
reninded us of our real purpose : tO become doctors aLnd work∴with people.
Sy11aLbus: Only scheduling handouts.
Examinations: None. Evaluation by attendance at section and submission of
two written patient histories.
Septe面ber
October
Nove血ber
Dece細ber
THE FIRST YEAR
聖堂真豊里Together
Anatomy (ThoraLX) , HistoIogy, Biochemistry, Psychiatry
Anatomy (Abdomen/Pelvis). HistoIogy, Biochen, Psychiatry
Anato面y (Head & Neck), HistoIogy, Biochem, Psychiatry
Anato面y (Head &∴Neck) , Histology, Biochem, Psychiatry
VACATION (圭壁)
January　: Neurosciences
February : Anatomy (Linbs) , PhysioIogy, Biostatis亡ics/Epide面iology
Harch　　: Ana亡o億y (Limbs) , PhysioIogy, Biostatistics/Epide種ioIogy
VACATION (1 WEEK )
April : PhysioIogy, Socio-Med Sci./Law∴&∴Medicine, Physical Diagnosis
May　: EndocrinoIogy, SMS/Law∴&∴Medicine, Physical Diagnosis
SUm記R VACATION (JUNE - AUGUST)
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BUSM SERVICES
STUDENT ADVISING
Welcome to Bos亡on Univer重ity SchooI of Medicine. One of the most important
decisions∴facing you these next four years is ch○○sing an aLPPrOPriate
Career Within nedicine that will best neet your individual needs.　The
COnStantly changing health care syste億makes this decision insreasingly
調ore difficult because it includes more　亡han the choice of a nedical
SPeCiality.　Teaching,　reSearCh or adninistration, CO孤bined with your
medical practice,　need to be considered when making your career choice.
Your practice setting and its actual conposition are aLIso important
COmPonentS that need thoughtful aLttention.
The medical school experience is a critical time during which nost students
fo調ulate their eventual professionaLI career plans.　The process of
Selecting a career is fluid,　and your nedical school experience will
SignificaLntly influence the selection of your particular career choice. My
Office is here to assist you in this evoIving career selection process.
I Iook forward to meeting and working with you during your four years at
Boston University SchooI of∴Hedicine.　Feel free to stop by my office at
any亡i種e.
Arthur J. Culbert, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs
し-102
0FFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
As anyone who reads a newspaper knows, mOney is tight.　This is especially
true at∴the SchooI of Medicine.　　Tuition has increased by　9%　for∴the
1984置1985　acade種ic year,　fro面?14,400 to?15,800.　On top of that we must
Pay for our housing,　food, books, and equipment.　The estinaLted student
expense budget for the Class of 1987　is ?24,863.　For most people this is
quite a bit of money to raise.
Unfortunately,　there is aL Iot less money available.　Almost all medical
school financial aid is in the form of loaLnS.　The Office of Student
Financial Management∴tries to distribute the available scholarship (very
little) and the loan money in the most equitable Tanner.　AIso, they try
Very hard to expIore aLll possible options with each student so that the
Student can both pay for medical’schoo1 3塾graduate with a nanageaLble debt
Por亡登olio.
If you applied and qualified for financial assistance,　yOur PaCkage wi11
COVer arOund ?8,OOO less than your need (which is detemined through a
Uniforn Need AnaLlysis wi亡h infornation gleaned fron the Financial Aid For面
you co面pleted last spring). This aid will include Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL) which you should have already applied for through your bank.
If you need the '一extra" ?8,000 (you probably wi11--　the financial aid
fomulas are notoriously stingy and do not consider the high cost of living
in Bos亡On,) the Office of Financialぬnagement recomends that you apply
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for a Health Education Assistance Loan (HEAL) and an ALAS Ioan. HEAL Ioans
hurt-- the interest rat_e is pre|ently 12 3/4汁∴it was 17 1/8% last year at
this ti請e.　S種dly? the shrinking availability of fin8nCial a8Siさ亡ance will
nake th鋤e odious Ioans inevitable in the future.　ALAS Ioans (Auxilliary
Loans to A櫛i$t Students) are e8Sentially 12% GSLs.　Student5 qualify for
S3,000 per year to a to亡al of?15,000. Interegt is 12% si面Ple per yeaLr and
is usually paid quarterly during school・　A limited n調ber of banks,
however! Will permit defement of the in-sChool interest pay競ents with the
Charges ce寄pounded as with HEAL.　There is also new Ioan which can be aLn
altemative fur $O種e Students,亡he MassaLChusett露College StudentlLoan.
Since the Congress acceded to President Reag弧Is plan to elininate the
National Heal亡h Service Corpsl the only altemative to soaring debt will be
independent wealth or enlistment in the Amed Services. The Arnyl Navy and
Air Force offer full tuition scholarships in re亡um for a four year service
Obligation.
Someti種es there is help to be had from　一一Outside Sources'一　〇f financial aid.
Small grants and loans fro細　a few individual foundationsI COrPorations,
Clubs and religious organizations go to a few BU students.　They aLrenIt
孤uch when you co種pare the面tO the n調ber of financial aid aLPPlicants, but
they are very helpful to the students who get them・
The best advice for studen亡s financing their education is to learn about
the loans in your packaLge.　Two financial aid publications’ "FinanciaLI
Assistance 1984-1985" and llThe Entrance Interview 1984-19851I are especiaLlly
usefull and eaLCh gives you exa面ples of possible paybaLCk schedules.　While
neither book is ea露y reaLding弧d they both will nake your fiscal prospects
Iook∴worse than those of the MBTA, yOu Should fa鶴iliarize yourself with
their contents.
These booklets aLre aVailable in the office of Student Financialぬnage種ent
Office in L218.　Hr. Charles Terrell’ Assistant Dean for Student Affairs’
is the Director of the Office,　Mrs. Harriet GoodmaLn is　亡he Associate
Director; Mr. Brian∴R. Hodge is the Financial Aid As5i年tant; and Ms. GIoria
Callejas is the Secretary.　All four are accessible virtually all of the
time and onjoy speaking to the nanes behind the files more often than the
obligatory entrance and exit interviews. The telephone nu種ber is 247-5829,
う830.
し工BRARY
The LibraLry OCCuPies the llth, 12th, and 13th floors of the Instructional
Building.　To enter, take the eleva亡Or tO the 12th floor (the elevators do
not s亡op on the 11th or 13th fioors).　The hours are posted outside the
elevators.
The reference section is directly in front of you as you enter the library●
The abstracts, indexes, dic亡ionaries’ and other refrence works are kept
here.　Services available in the reference depart面ent include instructions
in use of reference tools, COmPuter litera亡ure　8earChe書and interlibrary
loans.
To the i細mediate right of亡he library entrance is the circulation deさk
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Where library materials are signed out and also returned after use.　To
Check out books or Journals, Please present your Boston University I.D.
card and fill out the card in back of each book.　Books circulate for　4
Weeks; and joumals which are at least five years old, for　3 days.　More
recent joumals cannot be checked out of the library. Renewals can be made
if books are brought　亡O the desk in person; nO Phone renewals will be
accepted∴　The library does not charge a daily fine for overdue materials.
If there lS nO reSPOnSe fro皿overdue notices, the student∴will be billed
for the price of the book plus a?5.00 processing fee per book.　This bill
Will appear on the student-s financial statement.　Once the book∴is
retumed to the library, the student wi11 be credited for　亡he price of the
book, but the processing fee remains.
Next to the circulation desk is the reserve section,　Which contains books
used in courses and also newest editions of books which are in great
de孤and.　　Copies of old exams for most∴first year courses are aLIso
available.　BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR BOOKS IT WOULD BE AN EXCELLENT IDEA TO
CHECK OUT THE RESERVE SECTION TO SEE WHICH BOOKS SUIT YOUR∴NEEDS AND
STUDYING STYLE.　Reserve books nay be signed out for use in the libraLry by
leaving your student I.D. aLt the desk.　After　4:OO po。 they can circulate
OVernight unti1 9:00 an, unless marked一一LIBRARY USE ONLY".　Reserve books
taLken out Friday afternoon may be kep亡until the following Monday nOrning.
In front of the reserve section is the card catalog which is divided into
an author/title section and aL Subject section.　Most books (other than亡he
reserve and reference books just nentioned) are found on the 13th floor.
There is also a co11ection of easy reading materials in the Browsing Room
located to the left of the library entrance.　The挫聖堂j吐　里聖, E±里
Street Joumal and Boston GIobe are put there each weekday moming.
A11 journals are arranged alphabetically by title, and a listing of the
libraLry’s holdings is found in the joumaLI card file on top of the card
Catalog.　The most recent issues are on the　12th floor to the left of the
re8erVe SeCtion; older joumals are bound and shelved on the llth and 13th
floors.
There are coin operated photocopy machines IocaLted on the llth aLnd 13亡h
floors which cost 5c per page.　The machines wi11 give change for quarters
aLnd dimes.　Change for dollar bills may be ob亡ained fro面the cafeteria in
the base皿ent amd the UH gift shop.　The library aLlso offers a photocopying
service which cos亡S lOc per page and for面s for this service are available
at the circulation desk.　If the library does not oun the naterials you
need, yOu Can uSe the sane for血to request that we borrow then fro面another
library at a cost of?1.00 per request.
The audio-Visual roon is Iocated on the llth floor and contains non-Print
material and viewing equip面ent.　Many prograns are designed to go along
With first year courses and are helpful aids.　These include Anatomy,
HistoIogy, PhysioIogy, and Bioche血i雷亡ry. AV hours are posted on the door.
Individual study carrels and small study roo皿s are located on the llth and
13th floorsタ　and large study tables are on all three floors.　Snoking is
Pemitted in the 13th floor study rooms聖.聾・　NO FOOD OR DRINK IS ALLOWED
IN THE LIBRÅRY: ∴Re容troo種s are located near the copy machines on the ll亡h
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and 13th floors.
In-House calls can be make from亡he wall phone§ On all three floors. Local
and long distance can be made from亡he paLy Phones by the elevators on the
lst and 12th floors. Library phone numbers are:
Circulation desk:
RefeでenCe desk:
AV R〇〇億:
247書6190
247-6189
247-6198
The library s亡aff at all these desks will be glad to assist you with any
questions you may have. In the falll the library hours will be:
Monday-Friday　　8 am- 11 pm
Saturday lO am-　8 p孤
Sunday　　　　　　2 pn- 11 pm
The chief librarian is Hs. Irene Christopher●
BU MedicaLI Students are eligible to participate in the area library
COnSOrti調progran.　A valid BU I.D・ entitles you to the in-house use of
the following libraries:　Boston Colleきe, Tufts? Northeasteml Brandeis,
MIT, Wellesley, and U. Mass.　Full borrowing priveleges are available only
if you have a consorti調　CaL士d・ If you aLre interested, Check∴with the
PeOPle in our library and they will tell you how to get one.
You should also know about Harvardls count"ayMedical Library’ at lO
ShaLt亡uck St. Itさlocation is best described as just off Hun臣ngton Ave.
Within the Harvard Medical co種plex.　You caLn uSe any Of the materials in-
house if you haLVe aL Valid BU I・D・堅塁your na種e tag which says E pe生唾
Student.　Full borrowlng Privileges can be obtained if you purchase a
話membership at the front desk of Countway (or if you are a ae調ber of
the Masg. Medical Society).
If you are looking for a quiet place to study, both the BU Law libraLry On
the 2nd floor of∴the LaLW School and the Theology library (in the Theology
Building next toぬrsh Chapel on main c弧pus) are excellent hide-aWayS.
The Mugar (BU undergraduate) library can be more of a social cente.亡han a
library’eSPeCially during finals weeks. If you are looking for a serious
Place to study’亡his may not be what you are looking for●
The Boston Public Lまbrary is Iocated on Boylston Street in Copley Square●
The old annex is usually very quiet・ There is also a courtyaLrd with chairs
to sit outside on a nice day. The oldBPL is one of the best kept secrets
in Boston, SO don-t niss it.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 ‾　　　〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 ‾　　　　　　　　　　　‾　　　〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 ‾　　　‾
The Student-EmpIoyee Health Service is locaLted on the first floor of the
TaLlbot Building at the hedical Center Complex. Hedic種l Btud印ts use this
heaLlth service rather than the one located on亡he main c弧p関which is for
Studen亡s in other degree progr調s◆
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Over the s調血er you will be receiving physical exam form in the mail. If
you have had a recent conplete physical, have your doctor fill out亡he fo調
and mail it back・ If you have not had a recent comple亡e physical’ ContaCt
a phyさician and have one done before you get here. Be sure to have a
rubella titre done a雪∴Part Of the e継a観and have the re8ults sent in・ You
can skip having the TB te容t done since all entering students are tested for
this during the first few days of school.
AMBULATORY CARE
Daily sick call is held in the Health Service in Talbot Building・ Clinit
hours:
7:30-10:30 am ∴ MondaLy through Friday
l:30-3:30 p億　　Monday through Friday
12:30-1:30 pm Monday, Thursday and Friday
Emergency care during the day will be arranged by the Health Service nurse.
Evenings and weekendsI Students should use the University HospitaLI
Emergency Roo億on H-1.
A psychiatristl Dr. Roy Shul皿anl is available for consultation and short
ter血　treatnent. He nay be reached at:
櫨o面e　　　　　　　　　868-6928
Answering Service 354-1551
The registrar, Mrs. Keefer, (247-6507) should be notified in the event of
absence from class because of i11ness.　She will be notified aLutOOOaLtically
if the student is under the care of the Health Service.
MEDICAL INSURANCE
Students調y choose to subscribe to the reco調ended Health Insurance (Blue
Cross/Blue Shield). This policy provides:
1) Liberal coverage for hospitalization and ambulatory care.
2) psychia亡ric Care - PaLrtial coverage.
Students are responsible for aL11 medical costs incurred・ Although no
professional fees are chaLrged in the Health Service, COnSultants may or may
not show profes§ional courtesy.　Other封ans to consider include Harvard
Con狐unity Health Plan and Baystate Health Care・　　Students should
investigate these and other plans before naking a decision.
The familieg of students are not covered by the Health Servicel but advice
and help will be given whenever possible.　Please noti書y the secretary in
the Health Service if aL f弧ily member needs to be seen’ and an appoint面ent
wi11 be made.
Students whose homes are in the Boston area面ay Prefer to see their om
physician・　Students with health problems who have no physician are urged
to use the Health Service.
Dr. Constance C. Cornog may be reached at:
Health Service　247-5704
Home　　　　　　　　864-625 1
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DENTAL SERVICES
Dental insurance is available through the Cold調n SchooI of Graduate
Den亡istry・ Cal1 247-6364 for info軸ation. Thi, POlicy i寄tOtally separate
and not a鮎iliated in aLny Way With the Univerさityls student Health Services
r Medical Expen年e In8uranCe Pl年n. Students should note that service here
S d
亡　w
eac
eaC
e by dental students and dentists and because it is a teaching clinic
l take longer for a procedure than if you had it done at a non-
ng clinic. The cost of service, however. is lower than亡hat of a non一
ng clinic
SECUR工TY AND EMERGENCIES
The Medical Center is Iocated in aLn area generally de容cribed as having a
high crime rate aLnd BUMC has instituted precautionary　面eaSureS.　Escort
SerVice is available to Parking Lot C if requested. It is advised that
Students using Nor亡ha孤pton Station or going to aLnOther’ Stationl gO in
groups of two or use the escort service.　The service wiu take you to亡he
nearest staLtion.　工t will also take students to the Trusteels Managenent
Bldg. (CodmaLn Bldg.).
Please reaLd the Fire E面ergency instructions located on all floors.　If
evacuation o書the building becones necesき種ry) Please use the stairways. In
里9∴望里E Should elevators be used・　You will find an E面ergency Yellow
Telephone located on each floor oppo容ite the elevators.　These are for
e面ergency use哩聾・
Located in the basement of L building in Roo種　G-04 is Central Control.
This roon is named twenty-four hours a day. This operation is your direct
link with any maintenance problen that you may encounter $uCh as locked
Classrooms, elevator problens, fire, emergenCies. etc.　Central Control is
in constant contact wi亡h the Hedical Canpus Police who wi11 assist you
however they caLn.　The telephone n調ber for Central Control is ext.　6042
or ex亡. 6052.
At 6:00　pm entrances to the SchooI of∴Medicine aLre locked and a,re nOt
reopened unti1 7:00 am.　After 6:00 p面　the only entrance to the School is
through University Hospital's∴maLin entrance which is the main entrance to
the Medical Center.　The main lobby of∴亡he Hoさpital is al年o the $Ole exit
fro皿the SchooI of Medicine after 6:00　pm.　After 8:OO pr only the Health
Service Building (H)　entrance remins open. It is accessible from East
Newton Street.　You may e坤ect at anyti重e to be required to displaLy
identification by a security officer.　YOU　即ST HAVE YO孤I.D.　BA]X遺
AVA工LAB鵬AT ALL TIMES・　E6COrt Service is available through University
Hospital Security after 7:00 pm'　Call x6666.
‡導的SPO京富AT重ON
旦roadway Shuttle聖堂- This rms fr〇億∴the Broadway station on the鵬TA Red
Line; the first pick-uP is at 6:30　an. The la8t nOrning shuttle bus will
leave Broad鴫y for the Medical Center at 9:45 an. At 3:30 p面’the shuttle
bus∴Will make its first afternoon pick-uP at the nedicaLI center. The bus
Will shuttle between BUMC and Broadway調ti1 6:45 p‘=then the b耽nckes its
last departure fro面　関MC to Broad‘噂y. me buさ　t’i11 gtop　8t the　調in
?????????
????????? ??
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entrance to University Hospital on Evans W尋y and at the SchooI of Graduate
Dentistry during these times. The Monday-through-Friday shuttle bus service
runs every 15 minutes. weatheでand traf質c permitting.　After the shuttle
ends. a BUMC van runs on requeさt from UH to Broadway Station,　but bt
PrePared to wait.
Ticke亡　prices are ?2.00　for lO ticke亡s. These aLre aVailable to s亡aff,
Visitors and s亡udents at the Cashiers Office in Vose Hall of University
Hospital (ask Hospi亡aLI Security for directions). Tickets maLy be purchased
on the bus for a cash fare of ?.25　for each ride.
一一Bluebird一一Bus service departs from the Medical Campus at 12 noon in front
Of the Medical School, Honday through Friday. It leaves Main Campus at
12:45 near Radio Shack (on cormonweaLlth Ave).
聖Parking -　Students may park their caLrS in “C-　Lot. A sticker may be
obtained fro面Plant Services, L-310.　when you arrive aLt SChool. ‘c’ Lot
entrance is on Albany Street across from University HospitaLl and next to
the FIower ExchaLnge. Daily tickets for　-c.一　Lot (?13.00 for a book of 20 or
$2.00 per day without a ticket) are available at the CaLShier's office in
Vose Hall, Univ. Hosp. as we11.　Parking,On the street near the Hedical
Center is NOT recol:I皿ended. Meter maids are a constant problem aLnd car theft
and vandalis面　are far fro血　rare.
Please be aware that Boston has decided to eaLSe its fiscal problens in paLでt
by ticketing relentlessly.　Out of state plates∴Will not help you. Bostdn
tows and has a good supply of the dreaded lIDenver Boot"s.　If you have a
Car in Boston you may find the one way and non-Parallel streets confusing
at first but you will soon learn the best routes to get where you aLre gOing
and avoid traffic. Buy a street map. (This can be helpful even if you don-t
om a car.) A little careful study before embarking on a joumey can save
lots of tine.
Hass Transit　- As an alterna亡ive to the automobile, this city offers one of
the more extensive mass transit systems in the country・　The MBTA operate?
a fu11　syste血of subways,　trains and buses throughout the metropolitan
area. The　'一丁一●　even connects with the aLirport. the North aLnd South railroad
Stations and the interstate bus teminaLIs.　The Greyhound亡eminal is in
Park Square and the Trailways terminal is across from South Sta亡ion.
Currently, the subway/trolley costs ?.75 (above ground) and regular buses
are?.50. Buses take only exact change. Trolleys require a token if you
enter underground.　These can be purchased at the booth at the entrance of
the underground sta亡ions. If you are taking the "T一, regularly; consider
buying a monthly E聖・ These monthly passes are sold on the last 5 days of
the month prior to when they become valid (i.e. Aug 27-31 for September).
T passes can be purchased at the BUSM payroll office (Bldg. A, 2nd Floor).
There are different kinds of passes for different parts of the systen. The
SChedules and fares are subject to change;　especially since the MBTA has
been experiencing severe financial difficulty over the last several yeaLrS.
It is best to find out the nost current info調ation when you get here. This
may seem a little confusing at first. but with a little practice the systen
begins to nake sense.
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塑se i9 School fy工:
塑Service: Orange line to Northampton Station・ (Corner of Mass. Ave.
aLnd Washington St.)　BEWARE!　Those could be the longest two blocks you
ever waLlked.　The Station is Not Safe (People who use the Orange line at
rush hour have not had trouble, SO uSe yOur judgenent.)　The school
recormends that students use Broadway station on亡he Red line and use　亡he
BUMC shuttle to get to school.
聖堂Service:　The #7 bus runs fro皿　Central Square in Canbridge, OVer BU
Bridge, and continues to the Children-s Hospital Medical Center, Dudley
Station and then to the BU Medical Center. It stops across the street from
BCH aLnd runs about every half hour.　People have found this bus to be
reliable, but in the winter, When it is cold and dark by the time you leave
SChool, Waiting on the street by BCH can be unpleasaLnt.
The #68 bus run§　between Copley Station on the Green line and the Medical
Center. It is aL little less regular, but the bus stops rまght at UH and you
Can WaLit inside aLnd look out through the glass doors.
The #1 bus runs dom Mass. Ave. and stops under Nortb弧pton Station: Use
Caution as with　亡he Orange line.
For more information cal1 722-3200.
BIKING IN∴BOSTON
Many people bike to school in fair weather but the number drops off quickly
When it gets nasty.　Be sure to have a pump, SPare inner tube, and proper
tooIs.　Most∴people wear helnets.  In general,　don’t trust any motor
Vehicle　- many drivers forget that the tum signals are now standard
equlP皿ent. Wa亡Ch out for the potholes and be visible!
The good part aLbout biking is　亡he exercise aLnd the cost.　It is wor亡h it,
SO be careful and enjoy.
RESOURCE PEOPLE
During亡he orientation days you will mee亡　a11 sor亡s of Deans and DepaLrtmen亡
Chairmen. The8e PeOPle are certainly good to know and are the ones to help
you out in several situations. The purpose of this section is to introduce
you to a few of the　一一behind the scenes" people whom you nay not meet
Otherwise.　For certaLin specific probleoos aLnd questio櫨S, these people are
the ones to see.
EDDIE HCCARTHY　-　Roo種　L-1406　Ext. 6193
Eddie is the person to go to for general information.　He is at work every
day at 5 AM getting all kinds of∴materials for us.　Last year he obtained
for us from various phamaceutical co億Panies; stethoscopes●　numerOug
血onographs, a POCket dictionary and many other useful itens.　Eddie is
always happy to be aLble to help whether it is・ infomation thaL亡you need or
just a friend to talk to. He helps make the school a more pleasant place.
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BARBARA DIRUSSO　-　Room L-104　Ext. 6065
Barbara is the Adniniさtrative Assistant in Dr・ McCahan-s office you will
definit.1y meet her in the 8eCOnd year when　$he helps coordinate the
Biolo基y Of 。isease course. However’ you　耽y have the pl巧su叩, Of neeting
her during the first year since she dee$当h匂・1ien一$∴,Sh年re Of the
CoO重dination for the Physical Diagnosis course. She also serves as the
facilit.tor for the lunchti面e discussion groups. If you have any problems
regarding the P.D・ SChedule or the workshops, See Barbara.
型里墜哩- Roo面L-1004　Ext.6181
This is the man to see for any problem§ regarding your slide boxes for the
HistoIogy, Neurosciences and EndocrinoIogy courses. If your box has a poor
SeC亡ion of some particular organ’　he種ay be able to find a better one.
Scott i3 aLIso adept at fixing nicroscopes. If you are having problems with
your scope’ 1et him know.　Resul亡s are not guaraLnteedl but it is certainly
WOrth a try.　He is also the person in charge of the Gross Anatony
laboratoryl SO if you have any problems th●re●　See Scott.
JEBBY DEBASITIS　-　Roo面　L-307　Ext　6068
Jebby is the person who coordinates the microscopes and their locker
asSlgmentS. If you have questions or proble重s with a rented nicro8COPe’
COntaCt Jebby in the Educational Hedia Departooent.　You wi11 receive your
assigments in the firgt few days of school.
2ND YEAR STUDENTS
Very often you will have questions that a 2nd year student c年n answer best:
Donit be afraid to askI Many of us have learned the art of thinking●
Plaming and balaLnCing a checkbook while walking fron one place to another.
It nay t種ke a hand on our shoulder or a fiag “av|露g ln Our鍵ce.to get our
attention, but we are here and probably are your best reference source.
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ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
AMSA (AかericaLn Medical Student A8sOCiation)
We welco血e you to join AMSA,　the largest orgaLni乙ation of∴nedical
s亡udentきin the United States, With over　25,000 menbers nationwide.　AMSA
is an independent association which is not affiliated wi亡h the Am・　The
followin呂statement sumari乙eS AMSA’s philosophy and goals:
AHSA is dedicated to the improvenent of medical education, health care
and health care delivery. We believe that health care is a right, nOt aL
privelege. This inplies equal aLCCeSS tO equally high standards of health
Care regardless of economic status,　POlitical beliefs,　Cultural
backgroundl geOgraphic positionl raCe) Creedl national originl aLge? SeX,
sexual orientation, Or Physical handicap.
-　AMSA Prea血ble
At BUSM, AMSA works to enhance the educational environment, Presenting,
talks,　filns and discuさsions on naterial not included in　亡raditional
courses, and settin呂up ou亡reach prograns to the local co細面unities.　These
activities glVe Students a rare opportunity to take nedical education into
their oun hands. In addition, the B.U.　chapter sponsors∴SOCial activities
that make medical school much more enjoyable. This past year at B.U., AMSA
held weekly lmchtime gatherings at which speakers covered such diverse
topics as natemal amd child nutrition, health care and politics in Central
A重erica●　aCuPunCture●　health caLre for deaf patientsI ChildrenIs feelings
about nucleaLr War, and problems of medical access. We aLIso sponsored a賞lm
and discussion on gay and lesbian issues, aL teXtbook collection drive for
medical students in∴Nicaragua, and a sign language course. Plans for the
fall include lunchtine seminars on intemational heal亡h,　OCCuPational
health, COmunity mentaLl health, legislative lobbying, an eXanination of
racis面　and euthanasia, and huch more　-　AI(SA is responsive to your
in亡eres亡雪.
NationaLlly, AHSA provides its members with 5eVeral important services. (See
encIosed letter from AMSA-s president).　All members receive a monthly
PublicaLtion,　里S聖堂　Physician, and eaLCh of eleven task forces send
quarterly newsletters to their respective members. Task∴forces span a
Variety of aLreaS including:　Wonen in Hedicine, Huooanistic Medicine,
Legisla亡ive Affairs, Nutrition and Preventive Medicine, Minority AffaLirs,
Hedical Education, Intema亡ional HeaLlth, Comunity Hedicine and more.
Every year AMSA holds a maJOr COnVention; 1ast year alnost 20 B・U. students
Went tO Washington, D.C. for four days of sti孤ulating seminars, 1obbying on
Capitol Hill and lots of fun.  In addition, AMSA offers comprehensive and
inexpensive life, health and autopobile insurance packages, PerSonal loan
PrOgramS, amd a Hastercard credit lまne.
AusA can be a forun for any and all of your interests in nedicine, medicaLl
education and coq剛mity affairs.　Your one-ti億e dues of∴?40.00 (?35.00
national dues and?5.00 1ocal dues) affords you membership in A鵬A for all
four years of your nedical education. You-11 find an application fom in
this packet. We need aLnd encourage all your help and suggestions.
We greatly look forward to neeting you and hope that you∴Wi11 join us.
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Annie Fine Box　221
Steve Rosenthal Box　408
Laurel Wi11s Box 491 (tel # 232-6924)
American Medical Wonan's Association
A洲A is a national organization founded in 1915, Which is devoted to
establishing a nationaLl alliance of women physicians and medical studen亡s.
It offers i亡s members a valuable caLreer and personal netWork,　aS Well as
forun for comentary on professional and social issues.　Through its
legislaLtive progra孤　and citizen action,創嗣A represents an influential
COnStituency on issues like the ERA’ rePrOductive rights’ i億proved fa血ily
health,　Child care,　medical education and more.　AMWA activities also
include workshops and speakers on many comon concerns about relationships,
Childraising, and managing professionaLI pressures. In addition,創嗣A bas a
Student LoaLn Fund which assists wonen nedical students with low in亡erest,
1ong-term loans.
While me調bership aLt the national level is available only to wo調en medical
Students (dues are ?20　for four years),　亡he prograns and activities
SoPnSored by BUSMIs om A肌A chapter have always been open to any
interested students. This year-s group organi乙ed two pot-1uck dimers to
bring students together on an infomal basis, aS Well as a lunch-ti億e
discussion session on career choices given by one of BUSMIs women faculty
面e調bers・ Sone students paLrticipated in a Mentor Progran (sporlSOred by Mass.
BraLnCh　39 of A肌A)　亡hrough which they were matched with established
PraCtitioners in various specialties.　Working together with亡he A肌A
Chapters at TuftsI Harvardl and University of Massachusetts I Our Chapter
also co-SPOnSored a conference devoted to　一一Issues for Women in Medical
Trainingll・　Over 80　Boston-area medical students amd physiciaLnS attended
亡his event, which featured panel discussions on the professional i血PaCt and
lifestyle of wo面en physicians.
The members of our A朋A chapter look forward to aLnOther exciting and active
year, and welcome all interes亡ed incoming students. An organi乙ational
meeting for both new and old members will be held a亡　the beginning of the
SChool year.
Elissa Sanders, BUSM IV
Box　719
Benjgiv Waterhouse Medical History Society
Bostonls oldest society co皿mi亡ted to stinulating in亡erest in the
historical develop血ent of the medical profession is the Benjanin Waterhouse
Medical History Society.　Dr. Waterhouse, Who was the first Professor of
the Theory and Practice- Of Physic at Harvard●　is re面e血bered today chiefly
because he was the first to introduce Dr. Edward Jerlnerls discovery of
Smallpox vaccination to America in 1799.　The society was na面ed for
Waterhduse because his widow haLd a special interest in the New England
Fe面ale MedicaLI College　(fomded in 1848　as the first women-s medical
SChool); it becane the Boston University SchooI of Medicine in 1873. She
established the Waterhouse Professorship in Anatomy at BUSM, and donated
Part Of her husband’s library to the school.
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Regular mon亡hly meetings of the Socie亡y begin with wine aLnd cheese, and
are followed by a talk by a BUSM student’　faculty member or an invited
OutSide speaker.　Occasiona11y we meet at an aLPPrOPriate nuse調exhibit or
Site of nedicaLl historicaLl in亡erest around southem New England.　The
Society also has funds which can give modest support to hiさtoricaLI projects
Of BUSM students.
All BUSM students and faculty are welconed aLS members of the Societyl aS
Vell as interested physicians and historians fron other institutions. Dues
are?2.00　for students (?5.00　for others),　and menbership forns nay be
Obtained fro細i the Secretary-Treasurerl Dr. Este6, in roon L-612.
Boricua Health Organization
The Boricua Health OrgaLnization (B・櫨・O.) was forned years ago in Boston
through the dedicated efforts of two Boricua medical students and one Cuban
medical student.　At thaLt ti競e・ they realized the need to bring His曾anic
Students together in an effort to increase awareness and develop a §enSe Of
direction with respect to health related iさsues.
The centraLl focus of BHOIs activities is to respond to the need for
adequa亡e health care in the Latin comunity. In accord with this aim are
VaL貢ous other activities toward which BHO directs its energy・皿ese include
: reCruitment and retaiment of Latino students to the health professions;
educa亡ion on bo亡h professional and commity levels, aLnd assistamCe and
COoPeration with individuals, grOuPS, Or moVe重entさWith sinilaLr gOals.
Furthe調ore’　BHO functions as an overall support sy事tem that provides
guidance and counseling for medical students who night encounter acadenic
Or PerSOnal difficulties.  It also serves a$　a link∴to those LaLtino
Physicians who are sensitive to the needs of亡he Hispanic co調unity・　We
look forward to neeting and working with you● the incoming students. If you
have any questions, feel free to write or call us.
Josh Trujillo BUSM III Box 342　　354-6652
Rick Ruiz BUSM II Box 390　236-1533
Sam Santander BUSM II Box　442
Chris亡ian Medical ?ociety
During the 1930is a group of students at Northwestem University Medical
School felt a strong need to be related to other ChristiaLnS in medicine and
CMS∴∴was born・　Today Cus is a professional organization of over　4,200
Physicians’dentists’ medical and dental st。dents who have banded together
to serve Christ through their profession.　Cus helps its n帥ber to wrestle
Wi亡h the increasing ethical problens in the profegsion,亡o enhance the
quality of care glVen tO the whole person, and to interact with o亡her
皿embers of the health professions who face comon proble耽.
There is a group of nedical and den亡al students at B.U. aedical center who
meet weekly for sharing prayer and fellowship. we work to　8uPPort eaCh
Other acade面ically and spiritua11y and to stimlate the integration of
faith and the study and practice of medicine.
It is part of the larger Boston chapter which also includes Harvard and
Tufts nedical and dental students aLs Well as m紬y Boston-area Physicians
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and dentists.
The CMS activities include:
1. Weekly血eetings. Small group∴sharing, Bible study, Prayer arid
fellowship designed to sti調ulate personal growth・ Medical aLnd ethical
issues are also discussed.
2.　Monthly lectures.　The BUMC aLnd Boston area chapters sponsor
lectures designed to provoke thought on relevant medical, e亡hical,
SoCial and religious issues.　Previous topics include ’●priorities in
Medicine", '一Medicine in Rural Kenya.一, "E亡hics in Medicine'一,一,The Care
Of Teriminal Patients:　What to do When Nothing More Can be Done?’一,
and others.
3.　FaL11　Conference.　This three day conference provides the
OPPOrtunity to meet with physicians,　Students,　aLnd their fa血ilies
fro細all over New England. Guest lecturers are invited and importan亡
medical issues are discussed.　The conference is held in October on
Cape Cod.
4. Medical Group Missions.　A two week per year program provides
health care to coun亡ries in need.　Physicians, dentists, and students
are invoIved.
Our main goals aLre to help one another grow closer to Christ and to serve
Him through our profession.　All are welco孤e to participate in any of our
activities even if you do not share such goals.
If you "ish to be placed on our mailing list, Please write to:
Dave Cistola
Biophysics Institute
Boston University SchooI of Medicine
80　East Concord Street
Boston, Mass. 02118
Doctors塑吐±9 ⊆遠望
An analogy can be maLde between health professionals and someone who
junps into a river to save a drouning person.　We caLn SPend our
PrOfessional lives pulling people ou亡　of the river, Or We Can Walk upstrean
and dissuade people from jumping into the water in the first place. DOC is
a naLtionwide network of grassroots groups whose members work to eliminate
SoCiaLl factors responsible for ill-health.　Primary targets are snoking,
alcohol abuse, and poor nutri亡ion. Amunition includes educa亡ional prograns
in schooIs and activities/面edia caLmPaigns which ridicule ads depicting poor
health habits as gla血orous or sexy.　If you have any questions, COn亡act
Laurie Radovsky, BUSM II (Box 403).
星型聖堂Lesbian S亡udents畦ng
GLSBUSM is aL neWly fo調ed organi乙ation with two goals: tO ProVide
SuPPOrt for gay and bisexual students,　and to foster a more co面fortable
attitude towaLrd h〇億osexuality anong non-gay Class細ates, through educational
and infor孤ational progra血s open to the entire cormunity.　Watch for events
during the first few∴Weeks of school.
塑聖聖?exuality SeninaLr
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The sexuali亡y　8eninar is a three 8eSSion cour8e designed to help people
become aware of the difficulties they may have in di8Cu8$ing sexuality and
to assist one in beco観調ing nore sensitive to different∴aLlternative
lifestyles which exist and the different op|nlons which other people bave.
The course i容highly reco調endedタ　and　8tudents are encouraged to take
advantage of this opportunity.　Participants may bring along the
IIsignificant otherlI in their lives.
The premise of the course is that we, aS future professionals’ need亡o be
prepared to discuss∴Wi亡h our∴Patients a wide range of issues concerning
sexuality・　Sex is an integral paLrt Of an individualls life, and a
physician can offer info調ation・ medicaLI care, aLnd emotional support for a
patient who might have any sexual dysfunctions or sexual concems.
The course is offered five times during the year and the schedule does not
conflict with other lectures or exa血S.　The se面inaで　is completely
confidential so that one feels free to express one-s op|mOnS・　The
experience wi11 be a valuable onel So donlt ni5S it.
Lunchti血e Discussion Gro叫婆
Medical school can be a frus亡ratingl COnfusing and even frightening
experience・ What can aaLke it even nore difficul亡is the feeling that we are
the only ones who feel the way we do. For the past two years, grOuPS Of
first-year Students have enjoyed an ongoing weekly lunchtine discussion
group, which has helped participants adjust to the new experiences and
challenges of面edical school. Topics have included our feelings about
working with cadaversl the difficulty of baLl弧cing academic and social
needs’and our gradual traLnSition to beco重ing doctors. The groups have also
served as valuable sources of information on how to重aneuVer through the
someti細es confusing naze of medicaLl acaLdemics. Pri孤arily a support group,
this outlet a.11owed us to have [un∴while sharing our perceptions with one
another.
The agendas of these groups aLre generated by the paLrticipan亡S, Who agree to
meet for six weeks, With an option to continue.　While the groups have
ad孤inis亡rative support and sanction) they are not concerned as much with
aLCademic perfomance● but with the enotional and transitional issues of the
medical experience. A non-faculty social work pro香essional facilita亡es the
group process. students who participated in these groaps l種st year will be
available to discuss their experiences during orientation at the beginning
of school.
Mai競onides Society
The Mai孤Onides Society is aL national organization for Jewish medical
s亡udents. Last fall a chapter was established at Boston University in hopes
of playing a social and educational function. The society has provided a
vehicle for Jewish students to meet one another in a sociaLl atmosphe章e.
This past April the group had a Friday night Sabbath dinner with
approximately fi質y people in attendance・　Earlier this year United Jewish
Appeal'　a Jewish charity organizationl ‘ invited the $OCiety to a party亡hat
UJA sponsored at the Metro (a local dance club) for graduaLte Students
aromd Boston.　This coning year'　eVentS Will be plammed also with the
Haimonides Societies at Tufts and Harvard Medical Schools.
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Another aspect of the organization is the opportuni亡y for students to meet
faculty menbers in a non-aCademic se亡ting.　The establish種ent of the
Maimonides Society was received we11 by Jewish faculty at the Medical
Center and a faculty advisory council has been created.　LaLSt Decenber a
Cardiologist at the Boston City Hospital invited the members to a Chanukah
Par亡y that he had planned for his∴Staff.
The most inportant aspect of the organiza亡ion is educational,　for both
medical and Jewish issues.　The group has spon§Ored two Sunday moming
brunch-Seminars,　OPen tO the general public, With the Jewish Law S亡udents
Society at Boston University.　The first one dealt with　亡he issue of death
and teminally ill patients. The panel of speakers included the chief of
NeuroIogy at University Hospital, a PrOfessor of Law and Medicine at the
B.U.　SchooIs of Medicine and Public Health, a rabbi who is a member of the
E亡hics Comittee at Beth Israel Hospital, and a woman whose parents died of
CanCer and who now runs a hospice progra調in Boston. The second seminar was
On the controversial　亡opic of the Baby Doe regulations concerning
handicapped newboms. The panelists provided medical, 1egal) Jewish and
PerSOnaLI perspectives.
The members of the Maimonidies Society feel it important to mention that
the group represents　亡he gamut of religious observance and that no one
group is favored. The same principal applies to political beliets. In hopes
Of a very enriching year, We enCOurage yOu tO Participate in some of the
upcoming events. Our activities are open to everyone.
Lenny Wexler, BUSM IV
President, Box　26
呈・里・埜・三・ Nuclear聖堂連理塾生聖堂
The increaLSingly important issue of nuclear war has become a legitimate
COnCern Within the nedical co孤munity.　As physicians,　medical students,
SCientists and medical center staff,　We have dedicated our lives to the
PreVention aLnd cure of disease, the maintainance and nurturing of h調an
life, and to the alleviation of pain and suffering. Historica11y, in the
POlitical arena●　health care professionals have successfully influenced our
legislators with regard to public heal亡h issues (for exanple,　Public
innoculaLtions ag亀inst s細a11 pox and sanitation of the public water supply
亡O PreVent Cholera)・ Today・ Our reSPonSibility as practitione†S and
Students of aedicine, and as active, aWare Citizens, COmPel us to voICe Our
COnCernS OVer　亡he growing risks inherent in the nuclear a調s race. Efforts
to de-eSCalate are efforts in preventive medicine.
So血e of the aLCtivities and accomplishments of the Study Group last year:
-Filn Showings:一一The Final Epide血ic",一,If You Love This Planet一一, With
discussions led by members of Physicians for Social Responsibility
(PSR).
-Talks on: "The Hedical Effects of the Bo皿bings over Hiroshi面a and
Nagasakili●　and llThe PsychoIogical Effects of the Nuclear Threat on
ChildrenII
-Group discussions on the day fo11owing "The DaLy After" and the reshowing
Of　亡hat video亡ape
-PostcaLrd and Letter writing canpaigns; Petition Drive for the
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear∴War (IPPIW)
-Seminar as pert of BUSM I Socio-面edical Science8 Cour種e On一事editine・
Nuclear War aLnd Nuclear WeaponsII・
Goa13 for the co血ing 8Chool year: tO m○○t r●きularly as a　$tudy group to
continue increasing our own knowledge o=h● i..u●●, aLnd to hear varioug
viewpoints’ Present films and speakers to enhance awareness in the nedical
comunityl tO SPonSOr Voter registration, tO enCourage COntaCt∴with
legislators’and most i叫ortantly to hear fro種you・
welco皿e to BUSM! Please feel free to contact us amy ti鶴e.
Laurel Wills BUSM II Box 491
Neal Hof血a心∴∴∴BUSM II Box 264
吐⊇聖量p卓上型
This medical fratemity is p年rt of a naLtional service orgamization whose
activities include a blood drivel SOCial eventsl弧d a naLtional convention.
The co-ed fraternity also offers Iow interest loans to nembers’ 1odging to
students　亡raveling in other citie5　弧d provides infor調tion on medical
faLCilities in other aLreaS.　During the school yeaLr We try to get tOgether
socially at leaLSt OnCe a nouth aLnd work cIoeely with chapters from Tufts
弧d U. Mass. along with physiciaLn me鶴bers・　More info調etion∴∴Will be
available in the fa11.
Physicians E里E坐E唾Responsibility
A national, non-PrOfit orgmization of doctors・ dentists and the public
at large, dedicated to professinal and public education of the medical
hazards of nuclear war.　The Greater Boston ChaLPter has an active speakers
bureau, a bimonthly newsletterl and works to build educational resources
to facilitate teaching in the greater Boston neighborhoods.　The monthly
lecture series, which takes place the first的nday evening of the面Onth at
the Phillips Brooks House in Harvard Yard, C弧bridge. addresses cでitical
issues including the econonic impact of the ar耽raLCe, Civil defense’ US-
soviet relations, and ams control・　Other PSR activities include alerting
のembership to pertinent pending state弧d federal legisla亡ion in addition
to professionall COmmity amd church group outreach.　For more
infor調tion, COntaCt Sally Bryan∴at GreaLter Boston Phy$icians for Social
Responsibility1 639ぬss. Ave.’Canbridge, m O2139. The phone n調ber is
(617) 497-7440.
Pri皿a千y上玉望担
The Prinary Care Society i§　a Student organization which seeks to
supplement the traditional nedical schooI curricula証th info調a亡ion and
詩篇:. re蕊嵩t霊: i蕊豊.詩誌O霊h t嵩詰。。蒜
residents, reSidency directors and instructors, and f弧ily practioners from
rural and urban settings. Pre8entations have also been naLde by internists’
pediatrici弧s and other primary care speciali8tさ・ This year we would like
to include discusions on so面e of the current social issues facing the
pri調ry Care Physician) fr〇億rising health c種re co年ts and it8 inplications
for medical practice to preventive nedicine and education.
As an organizationl the Pri面ary CaLre Society encouraLges∴∴Student
invoIve種ent. There are no dues and the Society will provide free nembership
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to the American Acadeny of Fanily Physicians for any interested student.
Cost of living stipends are also available for quali質ed students who eleきt
to take fanily practice (or primary care) preceptorships, either during the
s調血er or as a third or fourth year student. Placenents are aLIso available
for s亡uden亡s who wish to observe priooary care medicine first hand in a
Physicians office.
We welcome all members of the class of　1988 interested in leaLrning nore
about primary care. Our first meeting wi11 be held shortly aLfter the staLrt
Of claLSSeS in September.　If you have any questions or suggestions for
PoSSible presentations, Please feel free to get in touch with us.
Ann DiNapoli BUSM II Box 315
Laura Knobel BUSM II Box　304
Student Conmittee on MedicaLI Student Affairs (SCOMSA)
This is the medical student council.　The sixteen me面ber c〇億mittee is
COmPrised of∴four representatives elected by each claLSS.　SCO持SA is the
面ain forun for co面血unicaLtion a血ong the classes aLS Well aLS between student§
and faculty.　Student representatives∴Sit on the Curriculu孤　Co細面ittee,
Adnissions Co調ittee, Executive Comittee and the Stanley Robbins Teaching
Award Comittee.　In this way,　SCOMSA serves to aLdvocaLte amd institute
Changes∴Within the medical school.
In aLddition,　SCOMSA wi11　aLllocate funds∴for student activities and
organizaLtions from aoney collected from the student aLCtivities fee. SCOHSA
has in the past sponsored a Harbor Cruise, Skit Night. a film serieさ　On the
threat of nuclear war and its relation to health,　and a cook out on the
laun by the med school.
The election of∴four representatまves from the BUSM Class of 1988　will be
held in Septe面ber.　SCOMSA is an excellent chance for students to i面prove
their ti面e aLt BUSM, both academically and socially. Current nembers of
SCOMSA will meet with your class during orientation for further
infornation. Contact SCOHSA through their nailbox -　Sinply knom as SCOMSA.
BUSM II nembers of SCO櫨SA aLre S亡u BaLbbott, David Lee, Cathy W. Parhan aLnd
Fayne Pitkowsky.
Student National Medical Association
The SNRA is aLn Organi乙ation currently composed of over 3000　minority
面edical students from a11 over the United States. The organization strives:
To create am at面OSPhere wherein professional excellence and aoral
Principles can find fullest expression,
To disse面inate info調atiorl relative to ninority proble面s∴Within the
field o登medical education,
To take the necessary and proper steps to eradicate prejudicial
PraCtices in the field of nedical educatiorl and related areas aLS these
PraCtices appear to be baL容ed on race,　Creed,　Color, SeX Or national
orふg重n●
To develop∴WOrkable progra種s for the i細plementation of better urban
and rural health care,
To provide nationa1 1eadership in the pro面ulgation of legislative
POlicies for　亡he provision of better health care
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To sponsor progr弧s for minority youth and encouraLge their entraLnCe
into the health professions,
To raise the levels of BlaLCk∴school recruitment, admissions and
retention in schooIs training health care professionals・
The Boston University chapter of the SNMA has been invoIved with　皿any
co調00unity activities ihcluding providing ThaLnksgiving dimers to needy
families and open houses for aLrea high schooI students・　Our chapter also
serves as a data base for info調ation to help minority medical students
overcome the obs亡acles亡heyねce while in nedical school.　We welco調e all
students.
AIso each year SNm has a l-spring AffairlI which includes Harvard and Tufts
Medical schooIs. ,It is a dimer conference with speakers. In the past those
who have participated have enjoyed the opportunity to meet the s亡udents
fron the other schooIs. For further infomation contact Herman Wi11iams,
B°X　496.
Student Patient AssistaLnCe Network
By this time you-ve probably received a letter from the NaLtional Office of
the AooericaLn∴MedicaLI Student Association describirlg the Student Patient
Assistance Network (SPAN). SPAN is a volunteer progr弧that aLllows you to
spend time on亡he pediatrics ward at the Boston City Hospital’ Playing and
talking with亡he patients. The time comit面ent is s面all aLnd the rewards are
great, aS maLny Of the participan亡s of last yearls progr劃I Will attest.
Students participate in SPAN one week per month; many PeOPle went over to
BCH during lunch hour.
The rest of∴the goals andmamer of operation of the progran will be
discussed at the organizational meeting in the fall. Reme孤ber: this is a
chance to gain experience in dealing with patients and the hospital setting
without having to worry about acadenia or grading・　We look forward to
an。ther successful season of SPAN and we hope nany of you will join us in
this experience.
Carrie Bernstein BUSM II
Susan Cahill BUSM II
Patrick Tangney BUSM II
FACULTY COMMITTEES AT THE MEDICAL SCHOOL
The Admissions Comittee headed by Associate De紬John F. OIconnor●　reViews
applications, Conducts interviews and selects studen亡s for the four year
program. Ten faculty me孤bers serve on亡he comittee.　SCO鵬A nominates two
students from the BUSM 2nd, 3rd or　4th year aLnd subooits these nominations
to the Admissions Coo皿ittee which renders final approval.
The Curriculum Comittee headed by Dean Joha McCah年n,  is conposed of
student representatives fron each class as well as faculty ae種bers fro調the
various pre-Clinical aLnd clinical departments・ The Comittee evaluates the
curricul調　aS it currently stands and discus年e容　proposed additions or
modificaLtions. They are also concemed with the course evaluaLtion process.
The Curricul調Comittee will probably continue to be a hot iteoo● amd it is
importaLnt tO re面ember that students can have an effect upon what this group
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discusses and decides. BUSM II representatives on the Cur.riculun Cormit亡ee
are Arme Finel Sudha Prasadl Darius Melisaratosl and Dan Steinberg・
The Executive Cormittee of the Medical School oversees the activites of the
Various cormit亡ees of the school. It is conpo容ed of all the deans and
Chairpersons of all clinical and basic science depart面ents.　There are two
Student representatives,　Selected by SCOMSA,　On the cormittee.　It is
Chaired by Dean Sandson and deals with specific issues after they cone out
Of cormittees and before they go to the faculty for a vote, aS Well as
Other issues of inportance to the medical school. This is a valuable place
to have studen亡　representation in order to keep us infomed of∴the
decisions being made that affect the medical school and maLy in tum effect
The Pro面otions Comittees are three in totaLl: One for the firs亡year, One
for the secondl and a combined co調ittee for the clinical years.　Each
COmittee is composed of∴the heads of the courses for the ye亀rs it
evaluates. The function of the First YeaLr Promotions Comittee is to decide
Whether you will proceed from the first to the second year. The Cormittee
fo11ows standard guide lines in each case, Which are available to students
llPOn requeSt.
Subco調ittee哩Appeals畦豊里Promotions Co調ittee exists for the purpose
of appealing a Pro面otions Coomi亡tee decision.　The Comittee must be
COmPOSed of two faculty me面bers fro面each of the first three years (three
Chosen by the faculty and three by the students).　The Appeals Comittee
has revised decisions in the past and is the best place to go if you feel
you have been handed aLn mjust or inappropriate decision by the Pro重otions
Comittee.
The BUSM Institutional Review Board for Hur噌Ln∴Research oversees and
approveさ　or disapproves all reさearch in the nedicaLI center regarding h調an
Subjects・ The Comittee is coooposed of phy8icians, attOmeyS, laype重sons.
and two s亡udent representatives　(who are considered full nemberさ　of the
Board).
The Financial Aid aLnd Scholarship Comittee meets about once a year to set
the policies that are followed on awarding of∴financial aid aLnd
scholarships. Dr McNary is the chairnan.
Ad Hoc Comittees are fomed when new issues and problens arise which the
SChool面ay Choose to address.　Frequently students are asked to serve on
the5e CO細れittees.
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HOUSING
No matter how∴muCh亡ime you spend at亡he Hedical School) Chances are that
you will spend more time at hone. Rentals for September l begin to open up
in June, SO S亡art looking as∴Soon aS POSSible・
Boston haLS a Serious housing shor亡age.　Rental units aLre running at a less
than 5% vacancy rate. This nakes rents high● and apartment conditions less
than greaLt.　It also means that apartment hmting requires some careful
seaLrChing・　We have listed several of the aLreaS in aLnd around Boston in
which students have lived.　When you start to look, Check the Sunday gife
and the local newspapers for the areaLS in which you are interested・　Lots
of landlords adver亡ise only in the local weekly paper.　AIsol if you are
interested in having roo調atesI Check out the roomate matching services
and the ads for rooI皿ateS in the Phoenix and on the nedical school bulletin
boards. If you go to a reaLl estaLte agentl maLke sure you mow what the fees
are.　some of∴the agen亡S Charge you a months rerlt for finding the
apartment・　That is above and beyorld the monthIs rent and security deposit
亡hat the landlord wants.
Beware of listing agencies!!!　Some aLds in the paper nay say sonething
about buying listings or subscribing to aL listing service for ?25-?50.
Moさt of these co細panies are a ripoff. You pay your noney and they hand you
a stack of listings that they pulled out of the newspapers thenselves.
Mos亡of the listings● if they were real to start with' have long since been
fi11ed.　We aLIso have listed the Craduate Domitory at　481 Comonweal亡h
Avenue and the Codnan Building.　(Now caL11ed the Trustees hanagemene亡
Building). BUSM does not have a do調of i亡s om.
Allston-Bri亀hton:　Allston is one of the more economical areas amd many
nedical students bave lived here.  It is composed of relatively large
buildings and a few houses for rent・　The area is diverse in調ke-uP; a
large n調ber of blue co11ar workers aLnd students live here. Transportation
is adeq脚teI eSPeCially §ince Co調OnWealth Avenue and the MBTA is very
accessible fro孤nearly all of Allston・ The aLdvamtageS include proximity to
Boston’ inexpensive rentsっand pro義i面ity to stores, restaur狐tS’ and bars.
DisadvantaLgeS include the run-dom condition of m弧y apartment buildings
and neighborhoodsl and even though parking is free on the street, it is
Very Cronded・
Brighton is nuch quieter and less crowded than Allston’　With nore
residential areas. Free parking on the street is tight but available・　As
in all areas of Boston, yOu Should check out the security in your building
carefu11y and take precautions.
Arlington:　Arlington is a very clean-and pleasant f弧ily-Oriented
residential comunity with plenty of parks'　POnds'　and shopping areas in
walking distance fr〇億most sections of the tom.　One and two bedroom
apartments are generally avaLilable in spacious　2 fanily houses or.odern
apart面ent buildings, ranging in price fl叩皿∴?400-$550, many including
utilities and off-street Parking.
If you have a car Arlington is quite convenient to Ca心oridge弧d Boston・
as well as to the historical sights in Lexington and Concord.　Al容o, the
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Arlington Heights bus∴which runs oftenl Will taLke you directly to Harvard
Square in lO-20 minutes・ It takes about 25-30minutes to get to school by
Car・ but posさibly over an hour if you uさe Public transportation. Arlington
is an extrenely safe place to livel and many young couples∴∴With sna11
Children rent in this area.
塾生.塑　±塾Beacon聖里:　These are anong　亡he nicest areas within亡he
Central part of Boston, Beacon Hill houses a trenendously interesting and
diverse group of people right in the heart of Boston, aCCeSSible to all of
BostonIs activities.　The area features 19th and 20th century bromstones,
CObblestone streets・ Old fashioned narrow aLlleyways and occasional park-
1ike areaLS With big trees.　Consequentlyl this desirable, historic aLrea is
both crowded aLnd expensive.　The Back Bay is convenient because it is
Within walking distance　(20-30 minutes)　or one bus ride　(15 ninutes fro血
Copley Square) to the medical school.
Brookline:　Brookline is chosen by many medical studen亡S.  I亡S n調erOuS
advantages include safe亡y (probably the safest area around) and proximity
to the nedicaLI school.　The medical school is 20 minutes away by car or
bicycle and 45 by public transportation.
Most apartments are only a short distance away from one of Brookline's
many public parks.　The quietl reSidential atmosphere and excellent
Shopping are aL Plus here.　Overnight parking is prohibitedl SO yOu,11
PrObably have to rept a space for approxi面ately?25-50 a month. A personal
Car is far fron a necessity in Brooklinel Since you are near nany other
面edical students’　aLnd public transportation is excellent.　Many people
Chose to bicycle to school fro面Brookline (approximately twenty minutes).
Brookline is∴Safe, and convenient, but relatively expensive. (apart血ents
range fro調$250 to?400 per person depending on the number of occupants)
Cambridge:　Cambridge is a collection of di錐erent areas jus亡across the
Charles River from Boston. It is a large aLrea and the apart血ent hunter
Will wan亡a map∴which can be picked up free at the Cha皿ber of Co調erce at
859 Hass・ Ave. Basically, Cambridge boils doml to the Harvard Square area,
North Canbridge-Fresh Pond area● East Cambridgel and CaL種bridgeport.
聖堂　Harvard Square4±望　-　By far the thost sought after housing in
Cambridge.　The co面petition from Harvard and MIT students for apartnents
and houses to share is intense.　There are sone bargains in older 2 and 3
fanily homes for sharing and in some rent controlled areas but∴these are
hard to find becaLuSe PeOPle donlt like to move out of the血・　Rents varyl
but?300-400 for a one bedroom and S550-700 for a two bedro叩apart面ent are
COmOn here・ The benefits are great however.　Harvard Square shopping and
entertai調entl eaSy aCCeSS to the Red Line and buses, muCh student life,
relatively low crime rate.
!聖豊里　Cambridge-Fresh E±坐　-　A little longer comute (extra 15
minutes) but so細ewhat lower rents.　S50-100 cheaper than Harvard Square.
Fresh Pond has its om lange shopping aLrea amd a large lake which is ideal
for ardent joggers. Considered anorlg the best places to live in the Boston
塾生C弧br塾挫ー　An older, mOre ’’rundom'一area of Ca種bridge.　There are
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SOme housing bargains but few students live here・　East C亀mbridge lies
behind MIT and has a good amount of new office development but little
housing.
Cambrid色eport - AIso an older more　一’rundom’一portion of Cambridge.　There
is some housing sui亡able for students close to Harvard SquaLre and cIose to
HITl but all housing here should be carefully reseaLrChed by the renter.
Cambridgeport is an economically depressed portion of Cambridge aLnd the
renter must balance the cheaper rents with concerns abou亡　Crime, lack of
Shopping facilities, etC.
Co種m中g王三聖Cambridge:塾聖- The auto co調uter will find fairly easy
transportation to BUSM.∴Mass. Ave. runs directly under the corner of City
Hospital and is about a 15 minute ride from Harvard Square. Memorial Drive
also glVeS aCCeSS tO Mass・ Ave. near MIT.　Perhaps the fastest way is the
Mass. Turnpike although this costs 35c fでOm the Allston/CaLmbridge en亡rance.
A note of caution about cars.　Ovemight stickers or visi亡or pemits are
required to park on most Canbridge streets.　Cambridge now has the "Denver
BootIl to help enforce the parking laws. Parking Pemits are available from
the Traffic and Parking Co調ission on 57 Inman Street once you can document
residency (eg・ Phone bills, electric bi11s in your nane).
Public Transportation - The most popular route is the Red line to Broadway
番右in. From Broadway a BUSM shuttle wi11 (for 20c a co。P。n) tak。 y。u t。
the Medical School.　Altemativelyl the Dudley bus runs dom Mass Ave. to
City Hospital. The lIconvenientl( orange Line Northampton stop is daLngerOuS,
SO don’t use i亡. See the Transportation Section for details.
Additional Notes - The bes亡time to Iook for Ca種bridge housing is in mid to
late August as sum血er suble亡ters move back to dorms.　Be ready and move
quickly.　Good places to Iook for housing information are Harvard and MIT
Public bulletin boards, eSPeCially the notice boards at Harvard Law School
and Business School. A kind Harvard friend night lend you his/her ID or go
With you to the Harvard housing office which keeps　亡he most complete
listing of Ca血bridge rentals but donlt　亡ry to get in without a Harvard
ComeCtion. If you choose to work through a rental agent be prepared to
Pay a Stiff fee.
Be careful abou亡renting on a孤Onth to mon亡h baLSis in a building which the
Omer SayS "might go condo".　You調y be out on your eaLr One Week before
Decenber finals.
Dorchester:　This comunity is also varied in its resident popula亡ion.
Rent is generally reasonablel but usually does not include heat and hot
Wa亡er.　Dorchester haLS SeVeral smaLller communities within it.　　Some of
these areas have security problems.　ぬke sure that you are looking in a
Safe area and that your house or building is secure.
Transportation along the Red Line is reliable.　Traveling time will depend
On the ti細e of day・　This past year the Medical Center has been ruming a
Shuttle bus to Broadway Station on the Red Line which eliminates the need
to change trains and improves safety・
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Buses do paLSS Boston City Hospital aLnd also Nor亡hamPtOn and Dudley
Stations on the Orange Line.　Depending on where you live in Dorchester,
the trip should take lO-25 ninutes.
Ja面aica Plain: Janaica Plain is a fairly old and varied section of Bostom
Housing quality varies∴fro億old and dilaLPidated to new and modern. Rents
Vary aLCCOrdingly. Most places in JP do not include heat and hot water with
the rent. Hake sure you remenber this∴when you are calculating a budget.
Transportation - If you aLre near the Orange Line, the medical center is
Only about　5-10 minutes aLWay from the subway.　If you are near the Green
Line extension,　yOu have problems.　As of last September they were not
ruming the trolleys all the way out to　亡he end of this line.　Instead
there is a bus service which is at best erratic and at WOrSt nOn-eXistent.
There are regular bus lines fron most of JP to Dudley staLtion on the Orange
Line, but unfortunately, this is not a safe s亡ation. If you have a car the
nedical center is only about 10-15 minutes away from any part of JP.
Safety see皿s to vary inversely with transportaL亡ion convenience.　In
general, the cIoser that you are to Jamaica Pond and the Arbore亡um (Green
Line territory)　the safer the neighborhood.　The least safe area is near
the Orange Line and Washing亡on Street.　JP is a mix of poor, WOrking class
amd middle class people from a variety of ethnic and racial backgrounds.
There are lots of triple deckers that are ouner occupied. The rents in the
apar亡億ents in these buildings are not subject to rent con亡rol, but on the
Whole they tend亡o be reasonable and the houses aLre Well naintained.　AIso
ouner occupied houses tend to be more secure.　Rents∴are about ?350-S500
for aL 5　room apartment.
Newton: Over ten vi11ages aLre included in the nane Newton: Newton Center,
New亡OnVi11e, Newton Highlands, Newton Four Comers, Waban , New亡On Lower
Falls, and on and on. The area is∴nOt Only confusing, it is also large, SO
you will need a map.
Newton is suburban,　With a large concentration of fanilies.　If you are
looking for throngs of students after dark, this is not your tom. Host of
the housing is∴∴∴Single fanily houses, With lams and backyards.　Hany dt
these houses are huge,　toO large for small families, aLnd they have been
divided into two or nore rental units.　　There are few condo血iniums for
rent.　BecaLuSe this is such a desirable area the rents are high, and
apart面ents are snatched up quickly.　The minin調one should expect to pay
for a heated, One bedroon apartment is §450, PrObably S550 is the least for
a two bedroom.　Exceptions can be found,　but these are the figures you
Should expect to see. Unlike Brookline, OVemight pさrking on the street is
Pemitted,弧d therefore you acquire no monthly parking fee.
Two nain roads comect Newton with Boston--Route 9 and the Mass. Turnpike.
Traveling the Mass. Pike before 8:15 A串. is easy, about 12 minutes fro血
Newton to ’c’ lo亡. After 8:15 A.M. the traffic gets very thick.　Rou亡e 9
is not an enjoyable comute.　There are many traffic lights and pot holes,
and travel time may be as much as　35minutes.　On the Route9　side of
Newton is the ’D’ train of the Green Line.  If you take the　'D-　train to
Copley Square there is a half hourly bus from Copley Square to Boston City
Hospital, and the entire trip is probably an hour. You caLn See Newton is a
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Place you want to haLVe a Car・　ItIs proxi調ity to the turnpike makes trips
WeSt eaSy aS We11. A Iot of land has been set aside as parks, and it seems
that wherever you live there are termis courts and baLSketball courts wi亡hin
three or four blocks・　There are several econonic levels here, but Newton
is genera11y an affluent comunity.
Somerville:　Somerville is just past Canbridge geographically but very
different.　The area is nostly triple decker houses aLnd apartment
COmPlexes.  It is one of the most densely populaLted areas in the entire
State・　The rents range fro血about S300-450 for a 2 bedroom aLPartnent, but
are quite variable.　Housing conditions aLre also variable’ but good deals
Can Still be found・ The population is primarily working class fa孤ilies with
SOme Students and young couples.　Transportation is good.　Buses run
regularly along the two main roads　亡O COnneCt uP With either the Green Line
Or the Orange Line.　Other buses cormect those two routes and then end at
Harvard Square and the Red Line.
South End; ∴ The Medical School is located within the South End making it
Within walking dis亡ance and very convenient.　As a general rule the bes亡
Places to live are the cIosest to Copley Square and the farthest from Mass
Ave.　There are exceptions such as Worces亡er Square which is two blocks
fron the Medical School. Culturally and economica11y the South End is very
diverse.　Rent for a one bedroom aLPartment raLngeS fr〇億S350-S65O per month
including heat.　Two bedrooms range from?500-?900 per month.　There is
resident parking on the street.
Trustees Managenent Building:　This moderh high rise apart面ent conplex
houses nostly young professionals aLnd students associated with the medical
Center.  It is extrenely convenient since it is only two blocks fro皿亡he
種edical school. Transportation to other areas of tom is fairly easy since
buses to Ca面bridge and Copley Square leave a half a block away.　AIso the
謹告善言。言e:嘉霊窪;言:蕊a霊語霊C器2嘉請書蕊:
for aL One bedroom?450-460　per month and for a亡WO bedroon ?530-540 per
month.　There is a one year wait for the one and亡Wo bedroom uni亡s.　The
biggest drawback to this building (besides the rent) is the location.　As
Welve said before, the South End is not the safest neighborhood. Also some
PeOPle who have lived in the building say they feel like they never get
away from the schooI since their front windows Iooked right at it・　For
further infornation on these apart種entS Cal1 424-5800. The nanager is Joe
Rotondi.
Gfad脚te Pomi亡Ory坐里Comonwealth Avenue-Kenmore Square This building
is operated by the Boston University Housing Office and is a dorl面∴for
SeVeral types of graduate students, including Law and Music. It is located
in Kenmore Square on the Charles River Canpus.　Students who live there
take the aeal plan (except during undergrad鴫te vacation periods) at Myles
Standish Hall’a nice large do調for other BU students・　For many, this is
a great conven‘ience.　Studen亡s enJoy the opportunity to interact with
undergraduate and graduate students in diverse disciplines.
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RESTAURANTS　&　NIGHTLY ENTERTAIN肥NT
Variety abounds in the Bos亡on gastrono調ic scene.　Most palates and pockets
Can find a niche somewhere.　This list is far fro調complete but below are
SOne dependable choices. Enjoy expIoring aLnd bon appetit!
触工CAN
Allston 2±, 353 Ca孤bridge St., near Hass Pike/Harvard St.
Old train station converted to restaurant. (783-2300)
Brandy Pete-s, 82　Broad Street, Boston (482-4615).
Dur色in E±吐, 340 Faneuil Hall MaLrket Place
One of the best in亡om.　Reasonable for lunch but expensive for
dinner. Beware’ the waitresses are as famous aLS the food・ Family
Style seating. (227-2038)
Friday’s, COmer Of Exe亡er & Newbury St., Back Bay. (26 Exe亡er St.)
Good bar but very crowded on.weekends (30-60調in. wait). Nice
Place to meet people after movleS Or Shows.　Wide and varied menu.
(266-9040).
Friend’s ! Company, 199 State St., Boston, (742-8027)
Hanpshire坐E, 84 Beacon St., aCrOSS from Boston Comon.
Extrenely elegant but expensive. (227-9600)
Hilltop S!聖堂±, U.S・ Route l, Saugus. (855 Broadway)
Exce11ent dining at largest restaurant in U.S‥　　30 nin. north on
U.S・ Rt.1・ Cash only, be prepared to wait.
!.⊆・ Hまllary-s E里・, 793 Boylston St., Boston and Rte.l at 128,
Dedham. Good prime rib. Meat is done to order.
i⊆・ Hillaryis Li畠hter連坐, 783 Boylston St., near Prudential Ctr.
Casual with good drinks. They do not　亡ake MasterchaLrge Or SerVe
only a dessert item. (536-6300)
Locke-Ober g±, 3 Winter place, Boston, (near Domtom Crossing)
Classic Boston establishment. Expensive. (542-1340)
塑聖Garrett’s・ Harvard St.・ Coolidge Corne千・ Brookline. (738-5635)
Creative and varied menu at reasonable prlCeS. Delicious drinks.
Newbury’s se望吐E9±, 94 Mass. Ave., Boston (536-0184).
All dinners come with salad bar. Heat done to order.
Scotch ! Sirloin, 77 N. Washington St., Boston (723-3677).
DaLnCing with DJ available in aLdjacent lounge. Dinner reservations
SuggeSted.
里RestaLurant, in the Howard Johnson-s 57 Hotel, Park Square.
Very formal and expensive. Nice place to go if you are out in the
theater district to see a show.
CHINESE
Chinatown is neaLr the South End so it is accessable fro皿the nedical
school. The area is full of restaurants so you may waLnt　亡o wander around
and check out the nenus, Prices and crowds. Be caLreful. This is not an area
to wander in alone after dark, eSPeCially for wo血en.
璽」聖埠事ng一書S, 1004 Beacon St., Boston. (277-4226)
The excellent, reaSonably priced luncheon special is a class
favorite after aL mOrning exa面・ Dinner is a bit overpriced●
塾生　Chow’s, 230　Harvard St.,　near Coolidge Comer,　Brookline.
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(73l-3810)
聖堂坐錐, 1236 MaLSS. Ave., Across fro調HarvaLrd Yard, Cambridge.
Food is only fair, but the upstairs Iounge is rowdy and crowded on
Weekend evenings when it is open unti1 2 AM. "scorpion bowling" is
a Cambridge favorite.
塾聖聖Restaurant, 70O Mass. Ave. in Central Square, Cambridge.
Luncheon buffet. Serves EtOH. 876-70OO.
畦q聖, 390 Rindge Ave., Canbridge (492-7373) and
302 Mass. Ave. (near MIT). (492-7272) Mandarin and Szechuan.
塑Garden, 282 Concord Ave.,Caoobridge. (354-9514)
EUROPEAN
墜Budapest, 90 Exeter St・, Boston (266-1979).
Superb and expensive Hungarian food in a lovely at面osphere. Does
not take charge cards or checks.
Grendel’s聖堂, 89 Winthrop S亡・, Harvard Sq., Cambridge.
Salad bar and desserts upstairs are弧ple and delicious. (491-1050)
聖堂Harvest. 44 Brattle St・, near Harvard Sq., Cambridge.
In spot∴∴for Cambridge professionaLIs.　S調mer Outdoor cafe.
Expensive. (492-1115)
塑聖, Several locations including Newbury St., Boston.
Crepes, dinners,　Wine and desserts aLt reaSonaLble prices. Nice
atmosphere.
Maison Robert●　45　School St.●　Boston・
Located in Boston’s old Ci亡y Hall.　Cha調acconpanies excellent
French cuisine. Seating outside ini Su細面er. Expensive. (227-3370)
Papillion Gour種et E±, 1353b BeaLCOn St., Brookli寄e (566-8495)
Cozy spot for light meals. Great cakes　& pies.
Walter’s, 17OO Beacon St., Brookline・
Delicious dining in elegant at種oSPhere. Expensive.
ITALIAN
gi聖±垂i上, 500 Boylston St.. Boston (437-0500).
Northem Italian cuisine. Unusual and exciting variety. Expensive.
些Paradiso, 255 Hanover St., North EndタBoston (742-1768)
Great for late night lovers.
Davio’s, 269 Newbury St, Boston (262-4810)
Homemade pasta and desserts are incredible.
塾虫垂虫垂, 323 Hanover St, North End, Bogton (523置8567).
Great Italian seafood, but less than IO tables.
聖堂European, 218 Hanover St., North End, Boston. (523-5694).
Excellent piz乙a. Be prepared to wait.
皇Groceria, 853 Main St., Central Sq., C弧bridge (547-9358).
Nice atmosphere for a first date.
Piz乙eria聖9, 731 Boylston St., Boston (267-8554).
Good deep di6h pizza・ Large gay crowd after nidnight.　Other
locations∴: Corner of Co細面. Ave. & Harvard St., Allston;'　Ha章vard
Square.
Regina’s, 11.5 Thatcher St., North End, Bo5ton (277置0765)
There are Quincy敗t.　and Harvard Square branches but the best
Pizza in Boston is fomd at亡he original North End location.
互生Tecce-s Restaurant 53 North Washington St., Bo種tOn (742-6210)
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JAPANESE
Benihana-s坐E, 201 Stuart St, Bos亡On.
Good for the show but very expensive (542-1166).
哩, 152 College Ave., So億erville (623-9263).
唖, 327 Newbury St., near Prudential Ctr., Boston (267-5656)
The basenent tea roon is co乙y and intimate.
KOSHER
墜Shalom, 404a Harvard S亡., Brookline. Dairy・ (566-9043)
Rubin-s, 500 Harvard St・, Brookline. Heat (566-8761)
強電X工CAN
唾Ein, 75,Winthrop St., Canbridge (491-4552).
豊里g±i上, 1001 Mas5・ Ave.. Cambridge (491-2O40).
里Phoenix塾聖, 1430 Com. Ave, Brigh亡On (566-8590)・
Inexpensive Mexican food in a bar setting.  It looks like a dive,
but food can be good.
垂± A乙teCa 914 Beacon St・, Boston (262「0909).
More formaLl and expensive than those listed above・ Very good.
HIDDLE EASTERN
Acropolis, 1680 Mass. Ave., Ca血bridge.　　　　　　　　　　‘
Authentic Greek food. Moderate to expensive.
Ae亀ean E±, Quincy MaLrke亡, Kenmore Sq. & Cleveland Circle
Good Greek sandwiches and pastries.
Averof, 1924 MaLSS. Ave., near Porter Sq., Canbridge (354-4500)
Be11y Dancers! Good New Yearls Eve extravaganza・
Masada, 1653 Beacpn St., Brookline. (277-3433)
Good falafel at modest prices.
Nadia's Eastern生聖, 280 Sha競ut Ave., Boston (338・8091)
Authentic and cheap. Near BUSM.
SANDWICHES　&　DELIS
Crossroads, 405 Beacon St., Boston. (262-7371)
Good burgers and Pickwick ale.
Edible’s, 329 Harvard St.. near Coolidge Corner, Brooklinel・　‘ ’
Terrific sandwiches and ho面e baked cakes and pies.　Reasonable
priees.
E面pire壁土, 200 Brookline Ave. & the Fenway; Boston・ (267-1605)
Somewhat overpriced. Open aL11 night.
Jaffe-s, 285 Harvard St.言もrookline (277-6970) ・
Good sandwiches, SOuPS and honestyle dimers.
塑i上里壁逗,型, 708 Com. Ave., aCr。lSS fr9細BU Law Library・
Hississippi-s, 484 Corm. Ave., Boston (266-8546).
Over　50　different kind of sandwiches made fro面　anything fron
Sandwiches to sprouts.　Try亡he'SOuPS and carrot caLke.
Nikki-s, 700 Co調・ Ave・, Next to Warren Towers, BU Hain Canpus・
Excellent pocket bread Syrian sandwiches. Ice cream too.
Pre面ier Restaurant, 1130 Washing亡on S亡・, Boston (426-2218).
Gefilte fish like grandmaL used to make.
Proviserls●　540 CoI1血・) Ave・ l Near Boston Collegeタ　Neuton.
Superb Cold Cuts. Expensive.
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坐thony一,㍉豊里!, 140 Northern Ave., Boston (423-6363).
Busy and expensive, but a nice place to take the paLrentS.　JaLCket
required for nen. Reservations∴SuggeSted.
Captain∴阜EE, 326 Harvard St., Brookline (566-5590).
王霊霊。笥濫読・ (言霊:嵩nl霊霊言霊詰藍s 。。1i。i。.S.
Jimy一§ Harborside, 249 Northern Ave., Boston (423-1000).
AIso busy and expensive, but less pretentious than AnthonyIs.
Legal一手Seafood, Park Pla乙a Hotel, Boston (426-4444). 5 C弧bridge
Ctr.,　Ca皿bridge (864-3400);　Boylston St. (Route 9),　Newton
(277-7300). Excellent,○　Wide selection. Pay before you are served.
Expensive.
!聖蛙聖, 15.5 Fish Pier, Boston (338-7539).
Superb, fresh seafood at reasonable prices. BYOB and prepare for a
long wai亡.
型空寝吐聖堂聖41 Union St., Boston・ (277-2750)
SOUし
塑E空哩宴, 604 Columbus Ave.. Boston (536-6204).
Best soul food around.工nexpensive.
Satch's, 43 Stanhope St., Bostorl (266-2929).
A little expensive. Ja乙乙nusicians play in the dining roo細and bar.
SUNDAY BRUNCH
年PuCino-s, 1370 Beacon St・, Brookline (731-4848).
Champagne brunch with choice of 30 items fro種the nenu.
塑豊玉Re阜enCy, He種orial Drive, Ca鶴bridge.
Three elegant setting§　for brmch∴
望聖± ±空塾生, Pruden亡ial Center, Boston (536-1775).
A11 you can eat buffet includes breaLkfast and hot lunch foods,
frui亡g and salads.
塾。unster E., Harvard Sq脚re, Canbridge (354-0636).
MISCELLANEOUS
Seventh亙聖, 272A Newbury St., Bos〔on (247-2475)
Creative vegetarian food with Japanese & Hiddle Eastern influence・
Thailand Restaurant’ 177aL hass・ Ave・・ Boston.
Unusual and Delicious.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　#
ICE CREAM
Bailey㌧l Baskin Robbins, Brigha血s, - 01d Standbys throughout Greater
Bos仁on.
塾畦! Bolio’s, N調erous Iocations including Coolidge Corner.
Outstanding, goumet ice cream.
(塑空) Herrell-s, Comer of Brighton Ave・ & Harvard St・, Allston・
The original Steve opened this chain aLfter he screwed up and sold
the rights to Steve’s and soneone else nade millions u8ing his
na"e. Just as good!
垣聖堂Factory, 1663 Beacon St., Brookline. (73ト6256)
Ho重e|ade ice crea面.
Steve-さ, 191 El面St., Sonervi11e (623-9449).
Nationa11y renouned for ho調e種ade ice crea面and一’面ixins’一.　Branches
through6ut the city (Mass. Ave., Coolidge Comer. Fanueil HaLll),
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but go to Somerville for the real experience.
畦,逆!畦上　22 Harvard St., Brookline. (739-9153)
Wide variety of flaLVOrS. Scrumptious chocolate cakes,　COOkies
CrOissants. ‘You can get virtually any chocblate creation
imaginaLble.
Other Delicious Places: White Mountain lcreanery, II DoIche Momento,
Dave’s, J.P. Licks, and Toscanini-s.
BARS　&　CLUBS
Buddy,s, 733 Boylston St., Boston (262-2480)
Good disco, grea亡1ights, big crowd. Mostly for gay men.
里空聖堂豊里垂, 84 Beacon St., Boston.
Model for the TV show一°cheers’一.　jHangout for statehouse workers.
Sometimes you want　亡o go where everybody knows your name. (227-9605)
Cask'n Fla亀on, 62 Brookline Ave., Boston (536-4800)・
Good for.after studying. Entertainment some nights.
塾垂Z Buchanan’s, Newbury St. , Boston.
Upscale Yuppie mecca.
聖堂Dugout, 726 Comonwealth Ave., Boston.
Great for aLfter the library. Friendly, relaxed at面osphere. No pitchers.
聖堂聖堂, Harvard Square, Cambridge・ (See Chinese restaurants) ・
垣Square壁土上空, Inman Square, Ca血bridge.
Don-t let the nane deceive you. Wonen aLre Welco血e here.
Jason-s Restaurant ! Nightclub, 131 ‘Clarendon St., Boston (262-90OO)・
No cover in亡he nightclub. Proper dfess required.
聖堂E±里タ15 LaLnSdome St∴ Boston・ Larg6st dance floor in tom・,
hol臆1y-s, 161 Brighton Ave.. Allston (783-2900)・
Good game rOOm. Different deal each night. Infor種al.
塾里Palace, Route 99, Saugus (45 min. nor亡h)
MaLsSive entertainment conplex with 3 night clubs (50-s, Swing, Disco)
里iE Paradise・ 969 Co調?nWealth Ave. (near case ctr・) ・ Boston・ (254-2052)
DJ plays taped　種uSIC unti1 2 AM.　You caLn See local co面edians at the
aLdjacent co調edy club "stitches●一　and then haLVe free admission to the
dance floor.
塑± ±主垂垂聖上, 1313 Com・ Ave., Allston・
Have a pIZZa and beer while you watch popular fil面s in the novie theater
(free with SI pass which is good for 3面Onths).　The do競stairs co面edy
Club features regional comedians on weekends. Relaxed young crowd.
Ryle's. 212 H弧pshire, Canbridge (876-9330) ’
Casual at面osphere. Live jazz baLnds.
?pinoff,` 145 Ips読ch St.. Boston. (437-0000)
Big ro11er disco. Tuesday night is @Ostly gaLy.
幾Dunster生., Harvard Sq. , Canbridge (354-0636).
望Zg, 1270 Boylston St., Brookline (437-1257).
Young crowd・ Both straight and gay, nen and woooep.　Two clubs; 1 disco,
1 punk.　Rooftop baLr.　A good place for gays to take their straight
friends where everyone can have a good ti細e.
FANUEIL mLL - This area hai- seVeral classes o番place重.ぬny of亡heol]しSerVe
dinner. 「5; any evening (especia11y weekends) nost of the.se places are
PaCked with throngs of people.
City8ide'　CricketlsI Houlihanls●　Lillyis'　Nicely Nicelyls●　Seaside.
十で.「
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SPORTS AND RECREATION
BOSTON UNIVERSITY CASE ATHLETIC CENTER, 285 Babcock St., Boston・
Recreation Hotline
Front Desk (CaLSe Ctr.)
Phys. Ed. & Recreation Dept・
353-4141
3う3-46ま6
3う3-2748
里± :∴None. Be prep年red to show valid 8tudent I・。. to gain entry・
Facilitie8 : 25　Yard PooI
Weight Rooの(Universal aLnd free weights)
Several Multipurpose Gyoos
Outdoor Tartan Track
2 Astroturf Fields (Nickerson Field &ぬlvern St. Field)
Walter Brom Ice Arena (Skate rentals avail年ble)
3 Tennis Courts (Cal1 353-2764, reserVe a day in advance)
Sar書eut g聖, 1 University Road
Saili唯聖堂印可g塑
Hour書: Call Hotline for daily schedule.
聖龍三器v器,警鵠警護霊N誓言誓三豊三吉o蕊註。n, 。1。g.
(also called the Cod競an Apart面ent C〇億plex) .4th floor and調y be reached by
enteriれg the City Hospital A重bulatory CaLre Center at the corner of
Ha●書aChus●tt年Ave.　and Harrison Ave..　Take the elevator to the second
floor紬d walk alo寄g the passaさeway acrosさめさs・ Ave・
He重b●r書hip Rate●∴ :
Single
Daily Guest Fee : S3 (Guests nust leave I.D. aLt desk)
Facilities : Gy面- Basketball, Vo11eyball, Jogging
Pool - Swi調ning, Diving
Exercise Roo面- Univerさal Weight Hachines
Squa書h Courts (3) - (?2 per 45 ain court tine)
櫨ours ;強　-　F
Sat
Su寄
11 A強-　8　P強
10A強　-　5　P櫨
2　P種-　7　P櫨
耳Ve章yOne auSt be out o書the Center at closing tine・　There are no refmds
坐主空聾重e種ber●hi〇年・
????? ??????
????
?????? ???
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS　-　BOSTON UNIVERSITY
For　亡hose who enJOy Participating in classes or organi乙ed sports!
Department of PhysicaLI Education arld Recreation prbvides a full spec亡rum
activities.　There are in亡ranural sports including tourna血ent∴play
individual and tean sports. LaLSt year medical students fielded tea血s
intra億uraLI soccer,　CreW, ice hockey,　indoor soccer and softball.’　Last
yearls BU Intramural Crew Regatta was∴WOn by a crew of BUSM II students.
In the springl tWO BUSM softball teans participated in medicさl school
softball tournanent held ’at Brom University in Providence.
Fees : So細e sports clubs charge membership dues・ Most activities are free・
Hours : Most programs are run in the evening・ Some are scheduled during
the day. Check with the P.E. office for the one which in亡erests
you・
Ask for Tom Duval, Judy Heller or Glen Moss (353-2748).
Spectators may be interested in the BU varsity sports teans.　Both menis
and wo億enIs progra種s in a wide range of activities carry full competative.
The Director of Sports Marketing (353-2872)　wiIl be glad to provide you
With any infomation regarding varsity sports.
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
Boston is the home of‘the Red Sox, Celtics, Bruins and Patriots.
Red Sox　　　267-8661　Fenway Park, Ke調ore Square
Celtics　　　523-6050　　Boston Garden, North Station
Bruins　　　　277-3206　　Boston Garden, North Station
Patriots　　262-1776　　Su11ivan Stadid面, Foxboro
The cityls offerings are many: CanOeing on the CharlesI Sailing at
Comunity Boatingタice skating in the Public Garden, ruming in亡he Bos亡on
Harathon, Or rOller skating on the Espl弧ade・ The Boston里±, CALEND弧
section, included in every Thursday’s edition, Can help you get started.
??????? ????
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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
As you may know,　there is∴a lot to see and do in Boston. Below, We have
listed some points o香interest.　Check with the里型堅　CALENDÅR section
every Thursday for a weekly listing of current even亡s.　工t might be
Worthwhile to purchase one of the many guide books to Bo5tOn that are
available a亡1ocal book stores.
Be aware that prices and hours change frequently with the seasons and
inflation. Call before you go to one of these places to make certain that
you have the correct info調ation.
The guide included here may be slightly outdated bu亡wi11　serve as an
introduction to some of the many activities and opportunities which Boston
has to offer. In addition to these, don-t面iss a tour of the Mapariun
(free) at the Christian Science Center.
Historical At亡ractions include:
Freedo孤　Trail
Old South Meeting House
Park Street Church
Old State House
Paul Revere House
Old North Church
Longfellow House
Boston Ma露sacre Site
Bunker Hi11 Monu調ent
Granary BuriaLI Ground
King-s chapel
St. Stevenls church
State House and Archives Old Wes亡　Church
USS Constitution and Muse調　　Boston Tea Party
Call for hours and prices of admission before you go.
Outside Boston
Old Sturbridge VillaLge, Sturbridge, Mass.
Pli種outh Planatation, Ply種outh, Mass.
Naまs面ith Basketball Hau of Fane, Springfield, Mass.
In Salen: The Witch Huseum, Peabody Museu面of Sale孤and
The House of Seven Gables
Tanglewood, Lenox, Mass.
Surner home of the Boston Synphony Orchestra
Revolutionary War Historical Sites, Lexington & Concord, Mass.
Cliffwalk, Mansions and Beaches, Newport, RI.
Parks
Amory PaLrk, Anory aLnd Beacon Streets; SOftball and soccer
fields, tennis courts, bird sancturary.
Arnold Arboretun, Arborway in Jamaica Plain. 265 acres and
absolutely beautiful. No longer §afe at night.
Fenway, behind the Musem of Fine Arts, between Park Drive
and the Fenway; eaLSily reached, nOt Safe at night but fun during
the day; a good place to study, relax and neet people.
Boston Cormon, between Park, Tre面ont, Boylston and Charles
Streets in Domtom Boston. The heart of the city.
The Esplanade, aLlong the ChaLrles River, behind Back Bay.
The Hatch Shell, With the free sumer Pops concerts, is bere. AIso,
bike paths, Sailboat docks and an HDC swi種かing pool.
Franklin Park Zoo, Eglegton, Orange Line.
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Garden in the Woods, FraLmingha皿, maintained by the New England
Wildflower Society.
There are several Audubon SaLnCtuaries in the Boston area.　For
locations and directions∴Call the Hassachusetts Audubon Society.
Cruises
Harbor Tours of Boston -　Cruises depart from :
Long Wharf (near the Aquarium) : Bay State, Boston Harbor Cruises
Commonwealth Pier : Bay State Provincetom Cruises.
Call for current fareS and　§Chedules.
8eaches
Georges Island S亡ate Park・ Call the above mentioned companies
about transportation to亡he park・ Have fun sunningl SWiming or
expIoring historic Fort Warren.
Nantasket Beach: Accessiノble by car (30 ain from BUSM). often crowded.
Crane's Beach, Ipst'ich: Miles of pure white sand・
Singing BeaLCh:ぬnchesterl N.H.- The sand iIsingsll when you walk on it・
Rockport and GIoucester: Accessible by car and rail (75 min from BUSH)・
Nahant Beach: 30 min. from Boston, nOt as nice as the beaches
登arther Nor亡h.
Devreaux Beach　伍arblehead Neck) : Known for good windsurfing conditions.
Wingersheek Beach (South of GIoucester) : Scenic Rocky Harbor
Duxbury Beach: 50 min. south of Boston.
Cape Cod National Seashore: 2 hour8∴SOuth (Rte. 3 to Rte. 6)
Beautiful dunes, a longer drive but worth the trip.
ぬrtha-s vineyard & Nantucket Islands: Probably too Iong
for a day trip but if you bave the ti面e these islands are a
VaCationer-s paradise.
Newport, Rhode Island: 2 hours south of Bostorl.
Nice beaches coupled with the scenic cliffwalk and good nightlife make
this a good destination for a weeketld day trip.
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BO酬
・rhis section could have begun: Boston, With a population of over 600.00時the eighteenth
largest city in the country. 1t is the educational mecca of the world. Universities, SChooIs・
mu§eumS, historical site§ and the arts abound. Gardens’Pubfro parks and flowing rivers
enhance Boston・s beauty・ Only your interest and energy nmit the possibimes and opportu-
This is all true. But in§tead of descriptions and generameS this handbook contains use餌
infomation and nstings. We thought you would appreciate it more.
No handbook would sufficiently describe Bo§tOn, and this doesn,t attempt to be an
いeverything you need to know・・ §OurCe book. We higmghted major attraction§ and resources.
Use it to guide your OWn interests.
Every Person is different; SO is every city. Boston is not a dwarfed Manhattan, a giant
Hartford or a disguised Cleveland. Bo§tOn Pulsate§ With its own heart and surfaces with a
schizophrenic per§Onality varied enouかvo challenge even Sybil. Boston clearly deserves your
Bosto直ke life, i§ What you make it. This §eCtion isjust a taSte Of places to go and things
to do. See it now! Hindsight isn,t half as exciting・
Boston, the town, WaS first settled in August of 1630. On February 23’1882, Mas§aChusetts
(うovernor John Brooks incorporated Bo§tOn aS a City・ On September 29・ 1976・ the John
1う…OCk Insurance Company formally added it§ $ 1 60-million・ 60-StOry gleaming dyscraper
lo thC Changing profile of Boston.
Time races by: Change is intrinsic・ But Boston manageS tO maintain a fertile son for growth
and innovation while it also nurtures the symboIs, StruCtureS and art from its past. The
I11CShing of old and new is a commOn theme of discourse. Discover thejuxtaposition in the
Boston Public Library a§ Well as the Christian Science World Headquarters. Or walk along
the quiet cobb-estone streetS Of Beacon皿and gaze beyond the parks to the modem
building§. It‘s all here.
Following i§ a tist of some of the more famous historical sites; they are all worthwhile.
ln Boston, a leisurely walk is a lesson in history and mod9rn teChnoIogy・ (Hours were
。。。u,ate at the time of compilation but are subject to change.)
Boston Tea Party Ship and Museum
C。ngreSS Street Bridge
Mon,-Fri.. 9-5 : SatrSun., 9-6
338-I773
Faneuil Hall
Quincy Market
Mon.-Fri.、 9-5; Sat.鴨ul一・、 9-6
523-2980
Harrison Gray Otis House
141 Cambridge Street
Mon.-F正, 9-5
227-3956
Old Corner Bookstore
50 Bromfield Street
Mon.-Sat., 9-5 :30
542-2313
H暮STORICAL SITES
寄0STON
COLLEGES AND UNIVERS!TIES
Old North Church
193 Salem Street
Mon.-Sun., 9-5
523-も676
Old South Meeting House
3 10 Washington Street
Mon.一Fri., 10-5
482-6439
Old State House
2 1O Washington Street
Mon.-Fri., 10」l, Sat,, 9-5
523-7033
Park Street Church
l Park Street
Mon.-S皿., 9-5
523-3383
Boston Public Library
666 Boylston Street, Copley Square
Mon.」Fri., 9-9; Sat., 9-6; Sun.・ 2-6
536-5400
Paul Revere House
19 North Square
Mon.-Sun., 10」1
523-1676
State House and Archive§
Beacon Street-Room 5O
Mon.-F血., 9-5
727-2121
U.S.S. Constitution and Mu§eum
City Square
Mon.-Sun., 9-3:50
242-0543
AIso :
Boston Massacre Site
Bunker Hill Monument
Central H皿Burying Ground
Granary Burying Ground
King,s Chapel
Old West Church
St. Stephen’s Church
Boston Univer§ity i§ the fourth langest private university in the United States. You,re def-
initely not alone. You and your 25’OOO_Plus classmate§ Share Greater Boston with種山o8!
250,000 other students. Each co皿ege and university has it§ OWn Persona耽y狐d offerinBSf
Although the Boston University community could keep you busy, yOu Shouldn’t mis§ Out
on the other schooIs世br種ry services, Parties, Student§ and experiences. Remember: this
big city seems smauer when you know your way around・ Here is a ust of §Ome Of the schoois
intown.
Babson Couege
Wellesley Avenue
Wellesley -2 3 5 -1 2OO
Berklee College of Music
l 140 Boylston Street
Boston-266-1400
Boston Couege
140 Commonwealth Avenue
Newton-969」) 1 00
Boston Con§erVatOry Of Music, Inc・
8 The Fenway
Boston -5 36葛6340
Brandeis Univer§ity
415 South Street
Waltham-647-20OO
Emerson Couege
13O Beacon Street
Boston-262-20 10
Emmanuel College
400 The Fenway
Doston -2 7 7-9340
Harvard University
Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge -495 -1 0OO
Le§ley College
29 Everett Street
Cambridge-8 68-9600
Massachusett§ Institute of TechnoIogy
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge-2 5 3-1 000
Northeastem University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston-437」20OO
Pine Manor Junior Co皿ege
400 Heath Street
Chestnut HⅢ-73 l -7000
Simmon§ College
300 The Fenway
種oston-7 38-2000
Suffolk University
41 Temple Street
Boston -7 2 3-4700
Tufts University
Medford-628-50OO
Wheelock Co皿ege
200 The Riverway
Doston-734-5200　、
櫨OSTON
‘●=‘ y。u Wen=o every one of these museum§, yOu’d be so well cultured you wouldn’t MUSEUMS
hclieve it,’’said an anonymous student. But seriously, Boston is a rich depository of culture,
種nll the「c‘s no reason why you shouldn’t have a §hare of the wealth. Here is a list of popular
IlluまうOunlS.
’l’llC Mll鵬um ()r SじICnCe
Sci…CC Park, (`h種rlcs Rivc「 Dam, Boston
A(l111ission: $2.25 with I.D言Fri., 5-10, $l
Times: Mon.,-Thur§., 9一点Fri., 9-10;
S種I.. ()-5:Sun.、 10-5
7ま3-ユ500
’「he IsilbelIa Stcwart Gardner Museum
:80 The Fenway, Boston
∧(lmission: F「eぐ
T血CS∴l“ucs., l-9:30: Wcd.-Sun., l-5:30
734」事う1)
Nl=Sぐu… ()†ドiIlぐ^「章絡
4O5 =uIlting置oIl ∧vel…ぐ. Boston
^小llissi()n: $l.75; Sun., $l.25:Tues.,
5-リ, frcc
’「il11CS: ’「ucs., IO-9; Wed.-Sun., 10-5
267-1)377
’「hc Nぐw Iingland Aquarium
(’l‘nlral Whilrf. Boston
加Ihlissi‘)n: $3: Fri.. 4-9, $2.50
’rimeS: Mon.-Thurs., 9-5; Fri., 9-9;
S種上S冊.,り-6
742-8870
Br()Ckl()n Art (1enter
l互llcr Memori種l, Br。Ckton
∧高=涌構ion: !)(m種tion
’「i調lC絡: ’「ucs.一Sし周.. l-5
上下88-()000
1症母1トR高誼轡ぐ「 MしISe川l
ユリ畠「k点Ⅲllさ買「e引. (’用1111…lgぐ
.へ1l間l絡持1(周: l守ぐぐ
同冊絡: M。n.-S再.. ()一上4S
」りf-上事.‡8
l:いgg ^r( Musellm
主Qし正lしy S(「ぐ点、 (’掴lト「i(l貸e
.¥ll周応対(l章l:事:rce
l‘iIllt`S: Mon.-Sat.. 0-5 ; Sun.. l-4
4り5-〕387
Tilぐ(“両ld「en●絡MしISぐ冊11
^tkmtic ∧vcnue. Boston
^dmission: $こ:年0
TjⅢeS: ’I’ucs.-Slln.. 0-4; I寸i., 10-9
5エコ-54年4
Dc Cl)r(l()Va MIISCu111
S種n(iy Pond Rond. Lincoln
∧d調issi(用: I叶ee
TiilleS: Tues.一F「i., 10-5: Wed., 10-9:30;
Saし. 9-5;Sun.. l :30-5
こ59-83S5
Hammond Museum
Hesperu§ Avenue , GIoucester
Admission: $2.50
Times: Mon.-Fri., lO-3; Sat.-Sun., 10-4
1-283-2080
Institute of C‘ontemporary Art
955 Boylston Street, Boston
Admission: 50んWed., 2-9, free
Times: Tues.-Sat., 10-5; Sun.タ12-5; Wed.,
10 り
266-5151
Museum Of A…erican (“hina Trade
215 Adams Street, Milton
Admission: $l.50
Times: Tues.-Sun., l-4
696-1815
National Center of Afro-American Artists
122 Elm Hill Avenue, Roxbury
Admission: Free
Times: Mon.-Fri., 9-6; Sat., Sun., 9-5
442-8820
Roxbury Center Museum of Afro-American
History
90 Warren Street, Roxbury
Admission: 25!
Times: Mon., Tues., Fri., ll-3; Sat., ll-5
445-7400
Boston University
SFA Gallery, 855 CommOnWealth Avenue
353-3329
Admis§ion: Free
TImeS: Mon.-Sat., 10-4;Sun.、 2-5
GSU G種llery, 775 (‘ommOnWealth Avenue
Admission: Free
TlmeS: Mon.-Fri., 10」書
353-3737
Brandeis University
Rose Art Gallery, South Street, Waltham
Admission : Free
Times: Tues.-Sun., l-5
647-2403
Massachusetts College of Art
Longwood Gallery, 364 Brookune Avenue
Admission: Free
Times: Moれ.-Fri., 9-5
731-2340
University of Massachusetts, Boston
Harbor Gallery, New Student Union
Admission : Free
Times: Mon.-Fri., 9-5
287-1900
寄OSTON
OT11ER §重↑ES
MED暮A
TELEVIS暮ON STATIONS
RADIO §TATIONS
John Hancock Observ種tory
Admission: $l.50
Times: Mon.-Fri., 9-10: 15; Sat., 12-10:15
247-1977
Prudential Skywalk
Admission: $l.50
Times: Mon.÷rhurs., 9-1 1 ; Fri.-Sat・, 9-12
236-33 18
Freedom Trail
15 Court Square, Boston
338-1976
NOTE: For the Official Bicentemial Guide
Book, Cal1 338-1976 or 523J7O33.
If altemative media are a §ign of democracy and a fiee §OCiety・ Boston qua雌es With flying
coIors. Here is a list of media in Boston.
WDZ寸V (NBC)一4
1 17O Soldiers Field Road, AustOn O2134
787-7000
WCVB丁V (ABC)-5
5 TV Place, Needham O2 192
449・"0400
WGBH寸V (PBS)-2
125 Westem Avenue, Auston O2134
492-2777
WDCN
5005 Prudential Tower, Bo§tOn O2199
Progressive rock-1 04.1 FM
266-1111
WBOS
275 Tremont Street, Boston O21 16
Disco-92.9 FM
357-8677
WDZ
l 17O Soldiers Field Road’Au§tOn O2134
Adult, COntemPOrary- 103O AM
Album-Oriented rock- 1O6.7 FM
787-7000
WCAS
620 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge O1 239
Progressive. rock , jazz-740 FM
492十和50
WHUE
234 Clarendon Street, Boston O21 16
・・Beautiful music,,-1 15O AM and lOI FM
267-0123
WCOZ
441 Stuart Street, Boston O2 1 16
Progressive rock-94.5 FM
42l-5666
WLVITV (IND)-56
75 Morris8ey Boulevard,一Boston O2 125
288-3200
WNAC重V (CBS)-7
RKO General Bu組ding
Govemment Center, Boston O2 1 14
725-2700
WSBKTV (重ND)-38
83 Leo M. Bimingham Parkway,
Brighton O2 1 35
783「3838
WCRB
750 Sou(h Stleet, Waltham O2 1 54
Classical- 102.5 FM
893-7080
WBEI
4450 Prudentid Tower, Boston O2 199
prep重ogrammed soft rock伽ZZ- 1 03 ・3 FM
All news-590 AM
262「5900
WE乙E
10 Arcade Statler Of鯖ce Building・
Dc僅ton O21 16
Rengious- 1 26O AM
328・0880
WGBH
1 2S Westem Avenue, A皿§ton O2 1 34
Clas料cal , j種zz, educational-89.7 AM
492-2777
WH DH
441 Stuart Street, Boston O21 16
ContemPOrary-8 5 AM
42 l -5600
WHRD
45 Quincy Street, C種mbridge O2 1 38
Classical, jazz, folk, blues, rOCk-95.3 FM
495-∠18 18
櫨OSTON
臼SS圏
Wl細,D
"0 (・(……()nlW間llh Avenue’Bo§tOn O2215
へR茸陣IOり0∧M
2呑7-Iり00
WJtD
68 Commercial Wharf, Boston O21 1O
・・Beautiful mu§ic’,--96.9 FM
5ま3■;611
WITS
=5 Broadway,Bo§tOnO2116
lnformation, lalk, SPOrtS-1 5 10 AM
338-4400
WNTN
143 Rumford Avenue, Newton O2166
Contemporary- 1550 AM
969-1550
Doston Clobc
135 Morris§ey Boulevard, Boston O2 107
929-2000
Boston llerald ^merican
< 300 Harrison Avenue, Boston O2106
戸426-3000
でhristian Science Monitor
_ l Nd「way Strcet, Boston O2115
262-2300
Daily Free Press
28 Cummington Street, Bo§tOn O2215
353-3655
WRKO
RKO General Building
Govemment Ccnter, Boston O2 1 14
Top 40-臆68 AM
725-2700
WRO録
Rko General Buflding
Govemment Center, Boston O2 1 14
Contemporary-98.5 FM
725-2700
WROし
312 Stuart Street, Boston O2116
Rengious, talk-95 AM
423・02 10
WUNR
275 Tremont Street, Boston O21 16
Foreign language- 1 6OO AM
357-8677
*The Real Paper
929 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
O2139
492-1650
*The Boston Phoenix
1 00 Massachusetts Avenue, Bo§tOn
O21重5
536-5390
章Good guides for addi(ional ac(ivities and currenl
li§tings in Bo§(On. (AIso good is the Thursday
Bo$書O" GIobe Calendar Sec章ion.)
DAILYNEEKLY NEWSPAPERS
Boston is widely regarded as the sports capital of the country・ The fans have an unrivaled BIG.TIME SPORTS
cncrgy and devotion. The Bosto” G/obe annually wins national awards for its sports re一
l)()rting上白s never thln On Substance. Fen高ay Park, home of the Red Sox, is ju§t arOund
the cbrne「. Basketball, hockey, and football are farther away but easily accessible.
GIVC me a B-O-S-T-O-N. What’§ it spell? Great sports.
Bost。II Rcd Sox Baseball C'lub
!4 Yawkey Way, Boston
Tickets and Information
267-8661
Boston Bruin§ I.lockey Club
1 50 The Causeway. Boston
227-3223
Bo§tOn Celtics Basketball Club
North Station, Boston
523-6050
New England Patriot§ Football Club
Rou(e l , Foxboro
l-262-1776
All you celluloid enthusiasts-Boston i§ yOur tOWn. Enjoy a large selection of classic$. near-　MOVIE THE▲TRES
「Cl種s§ics, foreign, and Hollywood鮒ms. AIso check the Boston Univer§ity蝕m showing§ at
了educcd p正ces.
- Brattle Theatre
40 Brattle Street, Cambhdge
876-4226
Allston Cinema I & I重
2 1 4 Harvard Avenue, Allston
277-2140
T嶋E ▲でRBS
PL▲CES FOR MUSIC
Nickelodeon
6OO Co巾monWealth Avenue・ Boston
247-2 160
The Orson Weりe8 Cincma
1 00 1 Maas種chusett§ Avenue’Cambrid鯵
868-3600
Sack Theatre§
141 Tremont Street, Boston
542-7225
Harvard Square Theatre
Har▼a重d Squ種re, Cambridge
864・45 80
An unknown playwright once wrOte ・・A play is good to see.・・ No wonder the playwricht was
叫nown; St叫, the word§ are Wise and deserve to be acted upon. This ust indicate§ Various
stages狐d companies encomPasSing m狐y tyPes and styles of theatre. Break a leg・
CoIonial Theatre
pre- and Post-Broadway Productions
I O6 Boylston Street, Boston
426-9366
Shubert Theatre
pre・ and Po§t-Broadway Productions
265 Tremont Street, Boston
426」i5 20
Wnbur Theatre
Pre-如d Post鴫roadway Productions
252 Tremont Street, Bostoh
423-4008
Charles Playhouse
74 W種rrenton Street, Bo§tOn
426〇七9 12
Music櫨a皿
268 Tremont Street, Boston
423-3300
Loeb Drama Center, Harvard University
64 Brattle Street , Cambridge
864-2630
Next Move Theatre
955 Boyiston Street, Boston
5 36」)600
B ston Ballet Company
19 Cla重endon Street, Boston
542-3945
Bo8tOn Shakespeare Company
300 Massachusetts Avenue , Boston
267-5 600
Bo§tOn is home狐d host to artists capable of satisfying all usteners’desires・ This great
musical center offers everything from Kis8 tO Brchms.珊ere are many Other pl種∞S that-
m。y be rig坪for you; let yOur ea購decide.
Symphony Hall
Boston Pops
Boston Symphony Orche§tra
266-重492
Orpheum Theatre
Hamnton Place , Boston
482-0650
Boston Garden
North Station , Bo8tOn
227-3200
Pa重adise
969 CommonWealth Avenue, Boston
254-2052
Jonathan Swift’s
30 Boylston Street (Basement), Cambridge
661-夕887
The Met in Boston ‘
31 St. James Street, Boston
482-2840
Berklee Performance Center
1 36 Massachu§ett§ Avenue, Boston
266-7455
Opera Comp狐y Of Boston
Box Offroe, 7 1 1 Boyiston Street’Boston
267・ゼ056
Museum Of Fine Arts
465 Hunting(On Avenue , Boston
267-9300
Gardner Museum
280 The Fenway, Boston
734-1359
Goethe lnstitute
1 70 Beac○n Street, Bo§tOn
. 262」うO50
French競br坤y in Boston
53 Marlboro Street, Boston ’
266-435宣
Handel and Haydn Society of Boston
1 58 Newbury Street, Bostoh
266-3605
Jordan Hal1
30 Gainsborough Street , Boston
536-2412
pOSTON
Note to re種ders: Window shopping is fun and free; Otherwise’take money・
Ncwbury Stree出om 'he Auditorium M所A stop to the PublicGarden; Boylston Street from
p重udential Ccnter to Tremont Street; Washington Street MBTA station・ Home of the Comer’
Jordan Marsh and Filene・s; H種rvard Station, The Harvard Coop, and many specialty §hops;
The Chesmu=lill Mall, Route 9, Newton.
Bon appetit.
S[ar Market at Prudential. open 24 hours
Storc 24, 700 C'ommonwealth Avenue
llaymarket Station
Faneuil Hall Market
Bon voyage.
WALKING
Freedom TraiI
Boston Urban Wilds
Contact : Convention and Tourist Bureau
朝的Boyl§tOn Street
‡帯_4100
種!継暮NG
Bike Trails Map§
(`ontact: Metropolitan Area Planning
(`ouncil (MAPC)
44 SchooI Street, Boston
S23-2454
AIRしINES
Logan Airport, East Bo§tOn
American Ai「lines, 542-6700
Delta Airline§, 567-4 10O
l豆stem Airlines, 262-3700
UIlitcJ Airlincs, 482-7900
TAX暮S
Reしl (、種b, 734-5000
(、heekcr (1ab. 536葛7000
l11dependent (‘ab, 426-8700
DUSBS
Trailways
IO Park Square, Bo§tOn
482・-6620
Greyhoun d
St. James Street
423-58重0
RAILROADS
North Station
Services the North Shore and points cIo§e tO
Bos書on.
227-5070
South Station
Has Amtrak to New York with connections
to any part of the country・
Back. Bay Station
AIso has Amtrak to New York.
482-4400
Call Amtrak on free information line.
800-523-5720
ORANGE L!NE
Poin筒of lnle重e●書
∧…)Id Arb。rC(um. Arborw種y’l:orest Hills
l)()S(Oれ(’i書y =o叩i融. 81 8冊rrison Ave・
l丸)S書。∩ (;種rdc"
臥)高。n M種S調C「ぐS血. Sl種(c St.
櫨IInkcJ I剛M。nu11時Il(, l!unkcr Hill, Charle§tOWn
(・l}叩高一i= Burying (;r(、uれd’Battery and Commcrcial St§・
(.ustoIll 11ou§e. St種te and Indi種Sts.
I高ncuil =a11, I豆ncun Hall Sq.
i:cderal Building (P。St Office and U.S. Court),
Post Ol“ricc Sq.
l:ranklin Park
S心髄on●
Fore§t Hill§
薄黒繊蕊
Slate
Community Collegc
H ay marke t
State
State
S tate
E㌦eston
SHOPP萱NG
F○○D
TRANSPORTATION
寄OSTON
襲撥警
at foot of Hu皿St.
畿萱譲讃警霊
u.s. Frigate Cb”s諏所わ”’Cha[lestown
REDし置NE
Points of Inte重e8t
欝擬態纏
Memorial Shell)
欝欝
薮繚岩盤
State House, Beacon St.
university of Ma8§aChusetts, Columbia Point
BLUE LINE
Points of lnle重eSt
欝緩‡∴
Po§t Office Sq.
Govemment Center
轟撥慈驚霊te重
Revere Beach (Beach狐d Amusement A重ea)・ Revere
態鱒議欝聾Boston
GREEN LINE
Po山(S Of ln書e重e§章
A重nOld A重boretum, Arborway’Forest Hills
欝蔀盤豊豊舘’富灘.
Bo8tOn Common
E1さeX
鴨的膨X
E劃鵬X
鴨餌場X
E脚e X
North Station
St種tc
Hayma重ket
S tate
State
櫨ay m郷ket
E簿eX
Community College
Sの館on8
詳晶Cente重
Charles-MGH
櫨狐γ狐d
A$hmont
Charles-MG櫨
Quincy Center
宝豊en似
龍郷V狐d
櫨祉V狐d
緩藷
Kendall
Pa重k
HarⅥⅢd
H狐Ⅴ狐d
South Station
Pa重k
Columbia
S調書ion8
Aqu種轟um
Govemment Cente重
State
S也書e
Sのte
Sのtc　ノ
Govemment Center
Rowdo血
無給n
Sのte
State
Sのte
Wonderland
寄0Wdo血
Su鯖b耽
Dowdo血
Wonderland
S調書ionき
Fo重e3t照Ⅲ§
Symphony
言説加k
Govemment Cen`er
Boston Co皿ege
寄oy鴫ton
寄0STON
DostonCardcn
.、 Bo$Ion Public Library. Copley Sq.
へ畿誹蕊諾盤雑霊蕪雑A㍊.
Continen(al T脚ilw種ysTerminal, lO Park Sq.
語繍烏認嘉盤認諾毒
Fenway Park (Red Sox), Jersey St.
Gar4ner (重sabe皿Stewart) Museum, 280 The Fcnway
Government Center
Greyhound Line8 Terminal, 10 St. James Av〇・
Harγard Medical and Dental Schoola, 240 Longwood A▼e.
Hync§ Auditorium, 900 Boylston St.
悪罵聾鵜蕊線託離籍t ・ ・寄重oo皿e
Mu§eum Of Fine Art§, 479 Huntington A▼e.
Mu§eum OfScience, Science Park, Boston
罵宝譜譜:離縁器盤離籍on Ave.
Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave.
North Station, Causeway St.
8鵠託器豊熟烏瑠法器
at foot of Hu皿St.
Paul Revere House. 19 North Sq,
Prudential Center, Boyl§tOn St.
Public GaI.den, Boylston and Arlington Sts.
Simmons Co皿ege, 300 The Fenway
State House,BeaconSt.
詳語継t誤認豊薄鵜島航調。轟。。)U怠諒闇誌詩誌誓書聾籠I
University of Massachusetts, Park Square
へ　Wentworth Institute, 5SO Huntington A▼e.
ふ
電"
No章th Sl種tion
C()plcy
Brigham CiJC!e
Boston UniYCrSity
Boylston
Arlington
Fenway Park
Kcnmore-Fcnway Park
Brigham Circle
Governmen t Center
Arlington
難語語c置e
誌幣露語討
No重血ea§te章n
Science Pa丁k
Northea§ter n
しongw○○d
N ortheastem
North Station
Pafk
Haymarket
櫨ayma「ket
Prudential
A】rling on
Fenway Park
Park
淑phony
He種th
翁詫欝。重n
???
??㌦
???
???
? ? 、 」
????
